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• Low penetration and high profitability are two factors that characterize the prospects of the Saudi
banking sector in our opinion, the second largest in the region by asset size. With loans to GDP of 43%,
penetration is one of the lowest in the GCC. At the same time, Net Interest Spreads and ROEs averaging
3.5% and 24% respectively are among the highest in the GCC. What makes the high ROE number even
more attractive is that banks in Saudi Arabia have CARs averaging around 15%, which is significantly in
excess of the minimum capital adequacy requirements.

• After a brief slowdown that lasted from mid 2006 to mid 2007, loan growth is on the rebound as high
government spending coupled with rising domestic demand is leading to expansions across the industrial
spectrum. This coupled with the drive to diversify the economic base is leading to investments in new
industries as well as expansions at what are currently smaller scale businesses in sectors including
aluminum, fertilizer and construction. We expect this to be a trigger for a double digit credit growth cycle
for the banks and expect loans to grow at a 3-year CAGR of 24%. Corporate credit is likely to be the key
driver, while developments on the mortgage law could provide a further impetus to credit demand in the
country.

• Saudi banks are in the process of shifting gears as corporate credit & investment banking becomes the
focus area compared to consumer loans in the first half of this decade. Saudi banks spent half of 2006 and
most of 2007 dealing with a slowdown in consumer credit demand and declining broking and fund
management income. Broking and fund management income declined by an average of 63% for the sector
in 2007, and consumer credit grew by an average of 2% over 2006-07, compared to a CAGR of 49% in
2002-2005. Over the last 12 months, corporate credit demand has picked up strongly with total loans of
the banking sector registering Y-o-Y growth of 23% in 2007, and 33% in 1Q2008.

• Valuations for Saudi banks are not particularly cheap, in fact they trade at the higher end of the range on
both current year P/Es and P/Bs. We believe that a stronger earnings profile in the form of a 3-year CAGR
of 19% supports higher current P/E multiples. A cursory glance at the valuations of Saudi banks reveals an
interesting trend - P/Es for the individual banks are very similar, while the differentiation in valuations is
more apparent on a P/B basis with strong differences related to the level of the ROE. 

• We re-initiate coverage on 7 banks and initiate coverage on 3 banks in Saudi Arabia. Our
recommendations are biased towards the larger banks, as we believe that they are in an ideal position to
capitalize on growing credit demand in the country, with larger single party borrower limits, relatively wide
geographical reach enabling them to raise low priced deposits, and expertise to execute large transactions.
We do not believe that this secular theme is priced into individual bank valuations.

• Our top picks include Al Rajhi, ANB, BSF, Riyad and Samba as we find their valuations attractive. We like
SHB for its turnaround potential after the end of its technical agreement with ABN-Amro, while we like
SABB as it is one of the best managed franchises in the country, in our opinion. Smaller banks, which have
typically relied on higher investment or brokerage commissions, are likely to find it difficult to maintain
the same level of profitability owing to higher funding and operating costs.
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executive summary

With total assets of USD290bn as at Dec-07, the banking sector in Saudi Arabia is the second largest in the
Middle East, just short of that of the UAE with total assets of USD336bn. However, penetration is the lowest
in the GCC - total loans-to-GDP at 43%, deposits-to-GDP at 50% and one branch for over 20,000 people.
Demographic trends are also favorable, with 50% of the population under the age of 19, while the immediate
economic environment is also supportive with strong GDP growth and rising government spending. The
improving financial position of the government has reflected itself on the balance sheet of the banking sector
through a rise in government deposits, which have almost tripled over the last 5 years and a reduction in
public debt levels, which declined to 19% of GDP by 2007 compared to 120% of GDP in 1998. This has freed
up liquidity in the system and increased private sector access to funding from the banks.

sector 0utlook
We believe that the banking sector in Saudi Arabia is in the midst of a structural upturn. After a brief lull
lasting from the middle of 2006 to the middle of 2007, demand for credit rebounded sharply, posting 23%
Y-o-Y growth in 2007. The trend has continued into 1Q2008 with total loans of the banking sector rising
33% Y-o-Y. We believe that this is the beginning of a cycle of strong credit growth for the banks, driven by
the economic diversification drive supported by the government and rising domestic demand which are
leading to an increase in investment in domestic production capacity. Over the last 18 months, projects
amounting to USD380bn have been announced which include expansions as well as the establishment of new
companies in sectors including refining, fertilizers, petrochemicals, aluminum, electricity generation, as well
as the establishment of new economic cities.

The pickup in the investment cycle has necessitated a shift in gears for banks as they focus on growing their
corporate loan books after spending most of 2006-07 dealing with the slowdown in consumer finance and
declining brokerage income. Corporate credit, in our opinion, is likely to be the key driver for banks in the
medium term, with much of it being absorbed by infrastructure spending and industrial expansion. With the
development of mortgage financing laws potentially providing strong further impetus to loan growth, we are
of the opinion that the Saudi banking sector has all the balance sheet drivers required to perform strongly.

In the short term, however, the lending capacity of the banks is likely to be constrained by the increased Cash
Reserve Ratio (CRR) requirement imposed by the Saudi Arabian Monetary Authority (SAMA), which raised the
effective reserve requirement by almost 370bps over the last 6 months. Constrained in its ability to set
interest rates by the peg of the SAR to the USD in its efforts to deal with rising inflationary pressures , SAMA
has raised the CRR to contain lending growth. However, credit demand continues to remain strong and banks
have been able to grow their loan book aggressively despite higher reserve requirements. On the funding side,
banks have been able raise deposits without much effort owing to high liquidity and strong money supply
growth which has been averaging over 20% during the last 18 months. We believe that SAMA is likely to
relax its stance once inflation subsides from its current levels starting in 2H2008 owing to the high base
effect. This is likely to further enhance the capacity of banks to grow their loan books aggressively.

The other concern, which we believe has been overplayed, is investor uneasiness as to the extent of exposure
of Saudi banks to US mortgage related investments. The concern has been further amplified by the
provisioning undertaken by some of the banks on the investment book and more recently, trading losses,
which we believe reflect mark-to-market adjustments on investments. The total exposure of listed banks to
North American investments, investment and non-investment grade combined, stood at less than 5% of total
assets, which in our opinion is not significant. We are of the view that while Saudi banks do not have any
direct exposure to US mortgage related investments, they have indirect exposure through their externally
managed funds. The recent provisioning and mark to market adjustments has accounted for the majority of
the decline in investment values, in our opinion, and we do not expect any major surprises going forward. To
be conservative however, we have added 25bps to our discount rate for valuing banks that have a relatively
larger international investment portfolio, to account for the uncertainty.

banking sector note
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profitability outlook
The Saudi banking sector is among the most profitable and efficient in the region; with a Net Interest Spread
of 3.5%, an ROE of 24%, an average CAR of around 15%, a Cost-to-Income Ratio of 30% and an NPL Ratio
of 1.7% with 145% coverage. Saudi banks also enjoy a unique funding cost advantage compared to the rest
of the region as demand deposits account for over 40% of total sector deposits, which has led to a lower
average deposit cost. This advantage comes from the conservative inclination of the depositor base which
prefers to maintain demand deposits so as to avoid earning interest. With SAMA issuing universal banking
licenses, conventional banks have also been able to capitalize on the strong growth in Islamic banking by
offering Shariah compliant products.

Driven by rising credit demand, we expect banks to deliver strong profit growth over the medium term.
However, growth at the level of individual banks is likely to vary based on their ability to cope with the
competitive pressures and challenges faced by the sector. In our opinion, the first and foremost challenge
facing banks today is pressure on asset yields due to the decline in benchmark interest rates and hence net
interest spreads due to the large proportion of demand deposits whose cost is fixed (at zero) and cannot
decline to compensate for the decline in asset yields. We expect the spread pressure to be more intense for
Islamic banks as their liability side consists of a higher proportion of non-interest bearing accounts.
Conventional banks appear to be relatively better positioned compared to their Islamic peers in adapting to
the declining interest rate environment owing to their ability to re-price their liabilities. Furthermore, we
expect those banks that can re-price their liability book to do so quickly, owing to the relatively shorter
maturity of their liabilities compared to their assets, which is likely to help in absorbing the margin pressure.

Non special commission income of the banks remains under pressure primarily due to a persistent decline in
broking and fund management revenues. We believe that this trend is bottoming out and banks should start
delivering growth in brokerage incomes from the end of this year. Fee income on the other hand continues
to register strong growth on the back of the surge in loan growth and rising international trade volumes.
While trading losses, reflecting mark to mark adjustments of the investment book of banks, has clipped gains
accruing from strong growth in special commission income, we believe that they are unlikely to recur to the
same extent going forward. 

recent price performance
The share prices of Saudi banks have been on a roller coaster ride since the middle of 2007. After experiencing
a strong rally towards the end of the 2007 which continued into January 2008, banking stocks have lost almost
24% of their value since that time, on the back of concerns regarding earnings growth and potential losses on
account of exposure to US mortgage-related investments. 1Q2008 results have revealed no major write downs
or provisioning on account of the investment book although Y-o-Y earnings growth for the sector has been
muted. We believe the lack of a major hit from US investments and strong balance sheet growth has turned
sentiment around, which has helped the banking sector index surge by 10% since the middle of April. However,
Year-to-Date performance is -21%, and is 24% below the high reached in Jan-08.

valuation
Valuations for Saudi banks are not particularly cheap when viewed in either a global emerging market or
a regional context. Most of the banks trade within a very narrow range of 15-17x 2008e P/E, while 2008e
P/Bs range between 2-5x for most of the banks. However, we believe that the higher P/E multiples are
justified by higher forecast growth in earnings, which we expect to grow at a 5-year CAGR of 19%. Higher
P/B multiples are justified both by strong earnings growth and by ROEs which average 24% for the sector,
despite average CARs of around 15%. For our preferred banks, ROE's are in fact higher and average over
25%.

banking sector note
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saudi arabia covered banks
We re-initiate coverage on 7 Saudi banks (SABB, Samba, BSF, SHB, ANB, SAIB and Riyad) and initiate
coverage on 3 banks (Al Rajhi, Al Bilad and Al Jazira). Our coverage universe takes into account all the banks
currently listed on the Saudi stock exchange. We believe that the scenario of strong credit growth that we
envisage is likely to benefit all commercial banks operating in the country. We remain bullish on sector
fundamentals as we believe that rising infrastructure spending and corporate expansions are likely to lead to
double digit credit and earnings growth in the near to medium term.

Al Rajhi Bank: ST/LT Buy, 49% Upside To Our LTFV of SAR128.6
The world's largest Islamic bank by market cap, Al Rajhi's ability to generate sustainably high net interest
spreads (around 7%) leading to high ROEs (sustainable 30%) has enabled it to command a premium
valuation to its peer banks. Trading at 17.4x 2008e P/E and 5.0x 2008e P/B, Al Rajhi's valuation multiples are
towards the higher end of the range of our Saudi bank universe. However, high ROEs at 30% despite a higher
CAR makes Al Rajhi attractive in our opinion. Al Rajhi is one of the best deposit franchises in the region in
our opinion. With 97% of the deposits accounted by demand deposits, Al Rajhi's overall deposit cost is less
than 1% which has enabled the bank to maintain the highest Net Interest Spreads among the Saudi banks as
well as in the region. While the consumer segment has historically been Al Rajhi's forte, the bank has quickly
developed its corporate and investment banking business by hiring a team of experienced professionals from
global banks. Al Rajhi is also looking to diversify its business both geographically - organically and through
acquisitions - as well as looking to add new products like insurance.

Arab National Bank: ST/LT Buy, 54% Upside To Our LTFV of SAR97.50
ANB is the largest joint venture bank in the country, both in terms of geographical reach as well as by assets.
Trading at 15.0x 2008e P/E and 3.3x 2008e P/B, ANB lies in the middle of the multiples range for Saudi banks.
We forecast 3-year earnings CAGR of 19.4% and expect ROEs to be sustained at 25%. We expect ANB to
benefit from both segments of the business - corporate and retail. The bank is in the process of re-modeling
its branch network and moving towards a universal banking model, where branches are to be transformed
into sales centers. We also expect ANB to benefit from strong corporate loan growth in Saudi Arabia. In
addition to the core business, ANB has identified three major segments - insurance, housing finance, and
construction - that are likely to be the key beneficiaries of the ongoing economic boom in Saudi Arabia. ANB
has partnered with the best names in the respective segments to tap into the growth potential of these
businesses.

Banque Saudi Fransi: ST/LT Buy, 27% Upside To Our LTFV of SAR116.0
BSF trades at 16.4x 2008e P/E, and 4.0x 2008e P/B, with ROEs averaging at 27%. Known largely as a
corporate bank, we expect BSF to capitalize on its strong corporate relationships and benefit from the
booming demand for credit from the corporate segment. With strong support from its parent, Credit Agricole,
now known as Calyon, the bank has established presence in all major business lines, and has recently set up
joint ventures to tap into other business segments, which include insurance (with Allianz), asset management
(with Credit Agricole Asset Management), investment banking (with Calyon) and consumer finance (with
Sofinco). The bank is working on a targeted branch expansion plan aimed at improving its deposit mix.
Currently, demand deposits account for only 30% of total deposits, which is one of the lowest ratios in the
sector. 

Samba Financial Group: ST/LT Buy, 31% Upside To Our LTFV of SAR122.0
Samba is in our opinion one of the most aggressive banks in the country. Previously a joint venture bank run
by Citibank, Samba has been able to sustain its growth momentum after Citibank's exit in 2003 and is now
looking to expand its geographical reach in the region, organically as well as through acquisitions. A nimble
operator, Samba has been quick to seize onto opportunities in consumer finance, broking and fund
management and we believe is well positioned to capitalize on rising corporate demand. Samba has had a
small setback in the form of losses on its investment, which we believe accrues from the bank's indirect
exposure to US mortgage related investments. While we believe that the bank has largely provisioned for its
investment exposure, we have added 25bps to our risk premium in valuing the bank. The stock trades at 15.6x
2008e P/E, 4.1x 2008 P/B, with ROE expected to sustain at 28%. 

banking sector note
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Saudi Hollandi Bank: ST Buy/LT Accumulate, 19% Upside To Our LTFV of SAR73.7
SHB is by far the cheapest bank in our universe, trading at 16.0x 2008e P/E and 2.9x 2008e P/B. We re-initiate
coverage on SHB, which in our opinion is a turnaround story. With the global acquisition of ABN-AMRO Bank
completed and induction of new management at SHB, we expect the bank to focus on growing the business.
One of the oldest banks in the country, we believe that SHB's growth potential was constrained by ABN-
AMRO's stringent controls, and the end of this relationship is likely to provide freedom to the bank to realize
its potential. Profitability in 2008 is likely to be supported by a decline in provisioning expenses, which were
abnormally high in 2007 as the bank opted for a clean up exercise, making provisions on accounts where
there was even the slightest concern on asset quality. With the transition to local management, improved
focus on expanding the business coupled with increasing efficiencies, drive our liking for the stock.

Saudi British Bank: ST Buy/LT Accumulate, 24% Upside To Our LTFV of 121.5
One of the best managed banks in our opinion, SABB is best positioned to benefit from the growing project
finance segment. With strong HSBC support, SABB has developed a balanced portfolio of retail and corporate
banking, and is among the top three players in all segments of the business. SABB has also established its first
mover advantage in providing foreign investors access to the Saudi market through index tracking and sector
specific mutual funds. We re-initiate coverage on SABB with ST Buy/LT Accumulate. SABB trades at 18.7x
2008e P/E, 5.3x 2008e P/B, and a sustainable ROE of 32%.

Riyad Bank: ST/LT Buy, 35% Upside To Our LTFV of SAR52.30
The third largest bank in terms of branch network, Riyad Bank is currently trading at multiples in the
middle of the range – 15.0x 2008e P/E and 2.1x 2008e P/B - but has a lower earnings profit - 3 year
earnings CAGR of 13.6%. Over the last 3 years, the bank has benefited from investments in developing its
IT infrastructure in the form of improved cost efficiencies. Riyad has recently raised SAR13,125 million
through a rights issue – 875 million shares at SAR15/share – which has doubled the bank’s total equity.
We are of the opinion that the rights issue was driven by Riyad’s previously low equity base compared to
similar sized peers, which constrained the bank’s single party lending limit. While the recent rights issue
has improved the bank’s CAR, we forecast ROE will drop to 19% in 2008 compared to 27% in 2007. 

Bank Al Bilad: ST/LT Reduce, 15% Downside To Our LTFV of SAR34.60
One of the most recent entrants to the Saudi banking sector, Bank Al Bilad has recorded strong balance sheet
growth over the last 3 years by focusing on the middle market and consumer segments. The bank has quickly
grown its branch network to 60, which is more than twice the size of that of peers with a similar asset base.
However, as is typical with new banks, profitability is low in the initial years as the bank continues to invest
in growing the business. Bank Al Bilad is by far the most expensive on earnings multiples among the Saudi
banks, trading at 62.5x 2008e P/E. While the P/B of 3.7x 2008e is in line with other Saudi banks, the ROE of
6.1% for 2008e is the lowest. 

Bank Al Jazira: ST/LT Neutral, 6% Downside To Our LTFV of SAR39.50
Strong in broking and fund management, which accounted for majority of the bank's revenue, BAJ's
profitability continues to suffer due to a decline in stock market trading volumes and rising competition in
the industry. While the bank is aggressively growing its core banking business - net special commission
income has doubled over the last 2 years - its contribution to total revenue currently remains low at 41%,
leaving the profitability susceptible to volatility in brokerage income and hence Saudi stock market trading
volumes. P/E multiples of 19.0x for 2008e are towards the higher end of the range. While the P/B of 2.4x
2008e is lower than its peers, the ROE is also one of the lowest with our forecast of a sustained 14%.

Saudi Investment Bank: ST/LT Neutral, 2% Upside To Our LTFV of SAR36.20
The third smallest bank in Saudi Arabia, SAIB has seen profitability surge during 2004-06 on the back of
improving brokerage income and higher investment gains, both of which are currently under pressure. In
terms of balance sheet, SAIB has historically maintained a higher proportion of assets in investments, which
has led to the bank's Net Interest Spreads being the lowest in the sector at 2.0%. The decline in brokerage
income and trading losses have more than offset the improvement in net special commission income of the
bank, while we are concerned about the bank's higher proportion of international investments. The stock
trades at 16.4x 2008e P/E, 2.1x 2008e P/B, with sustainable ROE of 14% based on our forecasts.

banking sector note
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i. macro backdrop

overview
Sustained high oil prices in recent years have translated into high economic growth, large budgetary surpluses
and rising affluence. Capitalizing on the opportunity provided by the current "oil boom", the government is
prudently using the increased fiscal space to focus on reducing the vulnerability of the economy to oil prices
(the hydrocarbon sector constitutes 54.1% of GDP), and diversify the economic base of the country by
promoting targeted investments in areas such as construction & real estate, finance, mining and
petrochemicals. The country in general, and the non-oil sector in particular, is characterized by an old capital
stock due to a lack of resources since the mid-1980s. With the government now running a significant fiscal
surplus and having accumulated substantial financial reserves due to the accumulation of fiscal surpluses over
the past few years, the capacity is there and the intent is apparent in the form of rising government spending
and increasing resource allocation to the private sector. 

Supported by strong economic fundamentals and ample liquidity, we believe that the diversification drive is
likely to be a trigger for sustained double digit credit growth for the Saudi banking sector. We believe that
corporate credit is likely to be the key driver for banks in the medium term, with much of it being absorbed
by infrastructure spending and industrial expansion. With developments on mortgage financing laws
potentially providing a strong further impetus to loan growth, we are of the opinion that the Saudi banking
sector has all the balance sheet drivers required to perform strongly.

Figure 1.1: Nominal GDP Growth* and Banking Sector Loan Growth

*Broken down into deflator and real GDP growth

Source: Central Banks, EFG-Hermes

Below we highlight what we consider to be the four main fundamental top-down drivers of the Saudi banking
sector:

i. Strong macro-economic backdrop: We expect economic growth to be strong in Saudi Arabia over the next
3 years, underpinned by rising domestic demand, growing investment in infrastructure and expansion in the
industrial sector. However, with Saudi Arabia having a higher fiscal breakeven point and a smaller financial
cushion than some other GCC countries such as Kuwait and the UAE, relative to the size of its economy, the
biggest risk remains a substantial fall in oil prices.

ii. Rising infrastructure spending: With USD380 billion worth projects announced so far, the implementation
of these projects will drive construction, engineering and banking, with corporate credit likely to exhibit
sustained double digit growth as banks play an active role in project finance and meeting the rising working
capital requirements of corporates.

iii. Low product penetration: Despite the fact that the ratio of consumer loans/GDP is the highest in the
GCC, partly due to extensive stock market related margin lending, overall credit penetration, as measured by
loans to GDP, is the lowest in the GCC.

iv. Regulatory environment: The Saudi Arabia Monetary Authority (SAMA) has strengthened regulations
over the last few years, particularly on the consumer finance side. We rate SAMA as one of the toughest
banking sector regulators in the region and we believe it leads the Middle East in the development and
enforcement of regulations. 

banking sector note
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a. strong macro-economic backdrop

The economic environment today in Saudi Arabia is very supportive with strong GDP growth and a strong
fiscal surplus and financial reserves. While headline real GDP growth, expected to be sustained at around 5%,
is likely to be constrained by oil production as part of OPEC's effort to maintain oil prices, we expect the non-
oil sector to grow at an average annual real rate of 6% over the medium term. Saudi Arabia's accession to
the WTO and ensuing liberalization of key sectors to competition is likely to serve as a catalyst for growth
in Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in the country which reached USD18.3 billion in 2006.

The Saudi Budget for 2008 is the largest in the country's history. The fiscal surpluses remain substantial and
financial reserves continue to accumulate despite rising government spending, providing a very substantial
cushion against any weakening in oil prices. Furthermore, the country is benefiting from the establishment of
energy intensive, especially gas intensive, basic materials industries which take advantage of low local gas costs.

fiscal spending
Supported by high oil revenues, Saudi Arabia continues its aggressive development spending program. Improved
realization from oil prices have enabled Saudi Arabia to move from a fiscal deficit of SAR20 billion in 2002 to a
surplus of SAR178 billion in 2007. The improving fiscal position has resulted in an upgrading of Saudi Arabia's
S&P credit rating to A1 from Baa3 in 2002.The government's budget for 2008, announced in Dec-07, forecasts
total revenue of SAR450 billion and a projected surplus of SAR40 billion. However, the 2008 budget is based on
a conservative oil price estimate of USD45/bbl, which is significantly lower than the prevailing oil price as well
as market estimates of over USD80/bbl for 2008. We therefore expect the fiscal surplus to continue to rise in
2008, and the government to overshoot its budgeted spending target of SAR410 billion for the year. 

Figure 1.2: Government Spending (SAR billion) and Fiscal Position

Source: SAMA, EFG-Hermes

macro impact on bank balance sheets
The improving fiscal position has enabled the government to reduce public debt levels which have declined
(on a gross basis) from 120% of GDP in 1998 to 19% of GDP in 2007. The total stock of public debt stood
at SAR267 billion at the end of 2006, having declined by 59% in absolute terms over the previous 4 years.
Declining public debt levels have provided a boost to the banking sector by freeing up liquidity to be
channeled to the private sector. 

Fig 1.3: Public Debt Fig 1.4: Government Deposits at Banks  

Source: SAMA, EFG-Hermes Source: SAMA, EFG-Hermes
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b. rising infrastructure spending

Over the past two years, approximately USD380 billion worth of projects have been announced in Saudi
Arabia on a series of infrastructure projects, mainly in the construction, petrochemicals and utilities sectors.
The current investment wave is supported by the improving fiscal position. While buoyant oil prices and the
country's huge reserves of oil and gas will ensure that the hydrocarbons sector remains a major contributor
to GDP in the years ahead, the authorities are striving to utilize the current boom to promote the non-oil
sector.

diversification drive
Capitalizing on the opportunity provided by strong economic fundamentals, the government is pushing
through liberalization and privatization efforts in order to achieve a diversified economy. Construction is
becoming a major focus area for the government with the announcement of 6 economic cities in different
parts of the country, coupled with an increase in residential projects in the existing economic centers. In
addition, the government is focusing on developing the non-oil mineral sector of the country, with fertilizers
and aluminum emerging as the major industrial initiatives. The petrochemical sector is continuing its
expansion under the leadership of SABIC, which apart from expanding its existing capacity, is also expanding
in to downstream businesses. With energy as the major input cost in these industries, Saudi Arabia is taking
advantage of its vast hydro-carbon resources to develop large scale industrial projects which are set to
become the lowest cost producers globally, especially in the current energy price environment. 

c. low product penetration

Despite growing at a CAGR of 22% over the last 5 years, loan penetration in Saudi Arabia remains the lowest
in the GCC region. Consumer loan penetration, though is relatively higher and took off mainly on the back of
stock market related lending activity. With the strong resurgence of the private sector, and aggressive
government spending plans, we believe that the Saudi Arabian banking sector has entered a phase of strong
lending growth which will be spearheaded by a growing desire by corporates to expand their operations.

Fig 1.5: Deposits / GDP (2006) Fig 1.6: Loans / GDP (2006)

Source: Central Banks, EFG-Hermes Source: Central Banks, EFG-Hermes

project finance
At the end f 2006, majority of the private sector corporate loan book of the commercial banks comprised of
short duration loans, primarily working capital finance. Loans with maturity of less than 1 year accounted for
83% of the banking sector's loan book. We envisage a shift in the loan book to a longer maturity profile as
banks aggressively participate in the booming project finance business arising from the massive industrial
expansions planned over the next 5 years.

banking sector note
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Fig 1.7: Breakdown of Banking Sector Loan Book Fig 1.8: Maturity Profile of Corporate Loans 
(Dec 2007)                                                                              (Dec 2006)

Source: Central Banks, EFG-Hermes Source: Central Banks, EFG-Hermes

consumer financing
Consumer loan penetration in Saudi Arabia of 24% of GDP is high in the context of the GCC. As of Dec-07,
the consumer loan book accounted for 27% of the total loan-book of the banking sector. It is interesting to
note that almost 70% of the existing consumer loan book was built up during 2003-05, signifying the strong
growth witnessed in consumer financing during that period. However, the majority of the loan growth during
2003-05 was driven by margin financing related to stock market investment, which subsequently dried up
after the imposition of checks by the Central Bank. However, post the sharp fall in the market, consumers
were left holding on to the debt with values of their investments declining. 

Thus, a major portion of the current consumer loan comprises of old loan stock which is being repaid. We
expect consumer loan growth to remain subdued, with annual growth rates likely to remain in the range of
4-5%. However, the banking sector has high hopes with regards to the mortgage business, which currently
remains embryonic. Banks are currently waiting for the 'Mortgage Law' to be approved by the government,
which is likely to lead to a boom in house financing. Some of the banks are currently promoting their
mortgage products, but on a limited scale and only to high credit quality customers. Once the mortgage law
is approved, and the visibility on the foreclosure law improves, we expect mortgage financing to pick up
strongly.

Fig 1.9: Growth in Consumer Loans                                           Fig 1.10: Breakdown of the Consumer Loan
Book

Source: Central Banks, EFG-Hermes Source: Central Banks, EFG-Hermes
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d. regulatory environment

The Saudi Arabian Monetary Authority (SAMA) is regarded as one of the strongest central banks in the region.
The regulator has continued to emphasize the importance of financial strength of the banks operating in the
country while encouraging growth of the sector. SAMA has so far ensured that the sector remains relatively
highly concentrated; the number of commercial banks incorporated in the country has remained stable over
the last 2 decades. The latest entrant, Al Inma Bank, which has been recently IPOed, is only the second new
locally incorporated bank to have come into operation over the last two decades.

SAMA is also at the forefront in terms of implementation of regulations to maintain the stability of the
banking sector. The imposition of regulatory limits on the level of indebtedness for consumer financing, and
making it obligatory for banks to refer to the Credit Bureau to check the credit quality of customers are some
major intiatives undertaken by SAMA. The Saudi banking sector is already Basel II compliant with
implementation of Standardized Approach, put into effect from 1 January 2008.

Licenses to Regional Banks
As part of Saudi Arabia's accession to the WTO, SAMA has issued licenses to other banks from the GCC to
set up their operations in the country on a reciprocal basis. However, locally incorporated banks continue to
maintain dominance in the country with the presence of other banks from the GCC in the country remaining
limited, with most currently operating through a single branch.

banking sector note
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ii. sector outlook

a. overview of the sector

With total assets of USD290 billion as at December 2007, the Saudi banking sector is the second largest in
the Middle East, just short of UAE (total assets of USD336 billion). However, the degree of concentration is
moderately high with only 12 banks in Saudi Arabia compared to 49 in UAE. Despite strong loan growth over
2000-2005, penetration levels are still comparatively low. The investment cycle has picked up strongly,
necessitated by strong domestic demand and an expanding industrial base. Corporate credit registered 23%
Y-o-Y growth in 2007, which we believe marks the beginning of a new credit growth cycle for Saudi banks. 

Fig 2.1: Total Banking Sector Assets Fig 2.2: GCC - Largest Banks by Assets 

Source: Central Banks, EFG-Hermes Source: Central Banks, EFG-Hermes

b. loan book

After a lull in loan growth that began in 2Q2006, banks have witnessed a sharp rebound in loan growth
beginning in 2Q2007. The trend has carried over to 2008 with total loans of the listed banks surging by 33%
Y-o-Y in 1Q2008. We believe that this is the beginning of a strong credit growth cycle for banks as the
government ramps up its spending on infrastructure projects, while corporates expand capacity to meet rising
domestic and global demand. The strong resurgence in corporate loan demand has necessitated a shift in
gears as banks have started focusing on growing their corporate book after spending most of 2006-07 in
dealing with the slowdown in consumer loans and declining brokerage-related income.

The strategy for consumer loans was different: Setting up direct sales units and expanding geographical reach
to get as close to the consumer, where branches served as a source of loan origination. With corporate demand
now taking over, banks are likely to increasingly rely on branches to gather deposits, whereas the majority of
the disbursements and loan origination will be centralized at head offices and regional hubs. Though we expect
the current jump in loan demand to be of lower magnitude in comparison to the consumer boom witnessed in
2002-05 (consumer loans grew at a CAGR of 49%), it is likely to be more sustainable in nature.

Figure 2.3: Banking Sector Loan book (SAR million)

Source: Central Banks, EFG-Hermes
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infrastructure spend and the industrial capex cycle
Government spending on infrastructure projects remains the cornerstone of the credit growth story in Saudi Arabia. This
has already triggered a wave of expansions across major industries that are increasing their capacities to meet the
growing requirements of the domestic economy. We expect the banking sector loan book to grow at a CAGR of 18-
20% over the next 5 years, after which we expect loan growth to slow to 10-12% per annum. The major investment
themes are likely to be i) infrastructure spend as the government strives to make up for years of underinvestment in the
country, and ii) rising domestic demand resulting in industrial expansions. We expect the majority of the credit to be
absorbed by sectors such as building and construction, power generation, transportation, and industry - especially
expansions in petrochemicals, refining, fertilizers, and aluminium. A higher capacity base for these industries is also likely
to drive up the working capital requirements of the corporates as business volumes increase.

Table 2.4: Brief Description of Major Infrastructure Projects & Corporate Expansions

Project Estimated Cost Brief Description

Economic Cities USD100 billion + The government has announced the establishment of 6 
economic cities in various parts of the country. Emaar has 
already commenced work on King Abdullah Economic City. 
SAGIA expects the 6 approved economic cities to contribute 
USD150 billion to the country's GDP by 2020.

Water Desalination USD24 billion A rapidly expanding country has created sharply rising demand
Plants for water supply. Desalinated water is currently sufficient to 

meet 50% of the 6.1 million m3 potable water requirements of
the country.

Railway Network USD5 billion Projects identified include the Jeddah-Dammam 'Landbridge' 
project which involves the construction of a 945-km railway 
link from Jeddah Islamic port to the Gulf Coast and a 115km 
railway from Dammam port to the industrial city of Jubail. This 
is expected to reduce the delivery time for containers to 48hrs 
compared to existing journey of 8 days. A monorail transit 
system is also being considered for Makkah, Mina, Muzdalifah &
Arafat in addition to connecting Makkah & Madina to Jeddah.

Electricity USD115 billion Booming industrial sector, rising population and increasing 
energy usage is driving demand to quickly outstrip current 
installed capacity of 34,800MW. According to estimates, Saudi 
needs to increase its installed electricity generation capacity to 
54,000MW by 2015 and 68,000MW by 2023. As part of the 
government's development plan to meet this increasing demand
in the Kingdom, overall investment in the power sector is 
expected to total around USD115 billion until 2023, out of which
around USD50 billion will be made by 2015. 

Petrochemicals USD74 billion Significant capacity additions are expected to come online over
the next two years in the form of Yanbu National 
Petrochemical Company, the Eastern Petrochemical Company 
and the Saudi Kayan Petrochemical Company. In addition to 
this, Saudi Aramco's petrochemicals venture is also due to come
on stream. SABIC plans to spend close to USD74 billion on 60 
projects over the next 14 years.

Fertilizers & Aluminum USD7 billion Capitalizing on the energy cost advantage, aluminum & 
fertilizer industries are being set up in an effort to diversify the 
economic base of the country. Among the major projects 
initiated are an alumina plant with a capacity of 1.6 million tons
per annum as well as a smelter which will produce an initial 
720,000 tons per annum of aluminum. The project, located on 
the Red Sea coast in Jazan's economic city, is estimated to 
cost USD5 billion and is expected to come online by 2011. In 
addition, Ma'aden is setting up a USD1.9 billion fertilizer project 
in Ras Al Zour with a capacity to produce 3 million tons per 
annum of Di-ammonium phosphate. 

Source: SAGIA, SAMA and EFG-Hermes
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consumer credit
Consumer credit has grown by an average of only 2.3% over the last 2 years, and we expect the growth in
consumer loans to remain modest with the existing suite of products. However, mortgages remain a largely
under penetrated segment, and is seen as the next area of growth within consumer financing. The Ministry
of Finance is reportedly working on framing regulations for mortgage financing, with particular emphasis on
the technicalities of foreclosure. To test the waters, commercial banks have already started extending
mortgage loans, but on a very limited scale. 

The mortgage market offers huge potential considering that over 65% of the population is living in rented
accommodation. This number has to be viewed in the light of the strong joint family culture which still
persists in the country, but is gradually changing, and leads to greater household size. We believe that with
the increasing availability of mortgage finance, the number of young couples opting for an independent unit
is likely to increase, further pushing up the demand for housing.

The legal framework however remains the biggest stumbling block for mortgages. While foreclosure laws
exist, the inability of banks to carry out eviction has restrained banks from aggressively entering this market.
The "new mortgage law", which is currently under review, is said to be specifically focused on improving the
enforceability of foreclosure regulations. We expect banks to be initially hesitant to aggressively tap into this
market - the reason being that from a cultural standpoint, eviction is considered unacceptable in Saudi
Arabia. There have been instances in the past where banks have been unable to obtain eviction orders from
the courts which have opted to protect the borrowers from the 'harsh' treatment of the banks. Thus, much
will depend on the enforcement of the regulations and hence banks might be hesitant to aggressively enter
this market initially. Our forecasts for banking sector loan growth do not incorporate mortgages, and thus
the activation of the mortgage market represents upside to our estimates.

c. deposits

Deposit penetration in Saudi Arabia remains one of the lowest in the region. At a 50% deposit-to-GDP ratio,
Saudi Arabia ranks only slightly higher than Oman within the GCC region. Total deposits of the banking sector
stood at SAR789 billion as of Dec-07, almost double the SAR390 billion in 2002. While the growth in banking
sector deposits has been supported by rising government deposits, it has also been necessitated by the strong
growth in the consumer loan book which forced banks to aggressively raise deposits to meet the growing loan
book requirements.

deposit mix - normalizing
Strong growth in demand deposits has turned the deposit mix back in favor of the banking sector. During
2004-06, the deposit mix had tilted in favor of Time & Savings deposits as the banks were forced to raise
deposits quickly to meet the booming consumer loan book. The banks opted to offer attractive rates of
returns to depositors, the cost of which was offset by higher yielding consumer loans, leaving the margins
largely stable. However, as the incremental demand for consumer loans slowed down, banks shed some of
the high cost deposits in 2007, which were replaced by demand deposits. This changed the deposit mix back
in favor of the banks, with demand deposits accounting for 44% of total deposits in 2007 as compared to
38% in 2005. We expect the strong growth trend in demand deposits to continue as the current low interest
rate environment provides a disincentive to move towards time deposits. The continued volatility in the
stock market over the last two years has also supported growth in demand deposits as investors opted to
park their money at banks. In 2007, demand deposits grew by almost 28%, their fastest rate in the last 10
years. On the other hand, growth in time & savings deposits slowed to 25% compared to over 37% in 2006.
We expect this trend to persist and expect demand deposit growth to be stronger than that for time and
savings deposits.

banking sector note
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Figure 2.5: Deposits Growing Steadily (SAR billion)

Source: SAMA, EFG-Hermes

We believe that the high growth in demand deposits is likely to be supported by the following four factors i)
decline in interest rates, ii) lack of attractive investment alternatives as the stock market continues to be
volatile, iii) banks' increasing focus on expanding their branch network, and iv) continued strong growth in
public sector deposits.

We therefore expect a relatively benign operating environment for the banks from a deposit mobilization
perspective. High money supply growth coupled with relatively high liquidity has led to a strong growth in
bank deposits, which grew by 26% Y-o-Y in 1Q2008. We expect this trend to continue and do not expect
banks to aggressively compete for deposits at this stage, which is likely to help the banks in sustaining a high
demand deposit ratio in their overall deposit mix. 

Fig 2.6: Deposit Growth V/s M2 Growth (Y-o-Y) Fig 2.7: Saudi Banks - Loans/Deposit Ratio

Source: Central Banks, EFG-Hermes Source: SAMA, EFG-Hermes

sector liquidity
The overall sector loan to deposit ratio stood at 82% as of Dec-07, slightly short of the ceiling of 85% advised
by SAMA. Therefore, the capacity of the banking sector to increase its loan book is likely to be largely a
function of deposit growth. Banks looking to grow above the sector average would either need to expand
their geographical reach by opening branches and collecting deposits, raise competitively priced deposits or
opt for raising long term funding. The current global liquidity squeeze, however, is likely to constrain banks
from raising long term funds from international markets in the near term. And even if they opt for it, it is
likely to be expensive. Banks had taken the EMTN route to raise long term loans during the consumer finance
boom, primarily placed in US & Europe, to meet the growing loan book requirements. Currently, such an
exercise is likely to be difficult as well as expensive. The other alternative available for banks could be to
target non-traditional markets for raising long term loans.

Saudi Arabia's depositor base has been on an uptrend, principally as a consequence of the increased number
of bank branches offering retail banking services. There are currently 17 banks (12 locally incorporated and 5
GCC) operating in Saudi Arabia with 1,353 branches, managing a total deposit base of over SAR789 billion. 
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The size of the branch network that each of the local commercial banks possesses is relatively large compared
to that of the foreign joint venture banks. Another differentiating factor between the local and foreign banks
is that the local banks have opted to build up their branch network in the smaller towns and cities of the
country, whereas the foreign joint venture banks have been concentrating in the urban centers. This has
allowed the local banks to benefit from a relatively lower deposit cost, though they remain relatively
inefficient when compared to foreign banks on a deposits/branch metric.

Fig 2.8: Branch Network (2007) Fig 2.9: Deposits/Branch (SAR million)

Source: Central Banks, EFG-Hermes Source: SAMA, EFG-Hermes

dollar funding
The biggest constraint for local banks to aggressively participate in the project finance space is likely to be
the scarcity of dollar funding. Currently, foreign currency deposits make up almost 20% of total sector
deposits - approximately USD35 billion. This amount pales in comparison to the amount of foreign currency
required to finance the current investment drive in the country. While banks have traditionally been able to
raise US Dollar denominated deposits from within the country, the heightened speculation on de-pegging or
revaluation of the Saudi Riyal vs. the US Dollar has for now reduced the attractiveness of maintaining a
foreign currency account. The project finance space, in our opinion, is thus likely to be largely dominated by
international players / joint venture banks which have the ability to raise long term dollar funding from
international markets.

d. asset quality
Saudi banks have experienced improving asset quality over the last 5 years while provisioning levels have
continued to remain high. For consumer finance specifically, the banks have opted for salary assignments as
protection against default. Before consumers can draw any form of loan, they are required to assign their
salary to the bank from which they are obtaining consumer finance. Therefore, banks are able to deduct the
principal and interest payments at source and transfer the remainder to the customer account. While there
have been cases of defaults on the consumer loan book of the banks, they have been largely insignificant in
the overall context. On the other hand, the strong economic environment has prevented any large scale
defaults on the corporate side.

We expect the trend of high asset quality among Saudi banks to continue as the majority of the incremental
loan growth is expected to be largely corporate, where default rates are likely to remain contained with the
macro environment expected to remain stable.

Fig 2.10: Sector NPLs & Coverage Fig 2.11: NPLs & Coverage of Individual Banks (2007)

Source: Company Accounts, EFG-Hermes Source: Company Accounts, EFG-Hermes
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We believe that the high coverage ratios are likely to decline as banks opt for a relatively less conservative
provisioning policy going forward. The majority of the banks in Saudi Arabia provide additional coverage on
top of the provisioning requirement against their non-performing loan portfolio. While we expect banks to
maintain high coverage, we expect the scale of over-provisioning to decline. This is also likely to support
profitability growth at most banks as they come out of the high provisioning phase. With the majority of
growth expected to accrue from the corporate business, banks are likely to be less aggressive when making
provisions, and are likely to stick to the stipulated provisioning requirements.

e. investment book

Banks in Saudi Arabia have kept relatively quiet compared to most of their GCC peers in terms of revealing
their exposure to US mortgage-related investments. Our discussions with the banks suggests that Saudi
banks generally do not have a direct exposure, but we suspect that some of the externally managed funds of
these banks might be exposed to securities related to the US mortgage market. However, the lack of detailed
disclosure of the investment books makes it difficult to determine the extent of exposure, if any, that Saudi
banks have to this investment class. Islamic banks would not make it to this list as a majority of their deposit
book is deployed in the loan book, with relatively smaller exposure to North American assets, and hence the
probability of their exposure to US mortgage related instruments is low.

Annual results for 2007 however did provide some hints as some of the banks made provisions on their
investment book. Though the banks did not provide detailed disclosure of the nature of investments against
which the provisions were made, we believe that this was largely against investments/vehicles exposed to the
US mortgage related securities. Only two banks explicitly made provisions against their investment book, i)
Samba made a provision of SAR111 million, passing it through the Income Statement, and ii) ANB made an
allowance for impairment on value of investments amounting SAR228 million.

As mentioned earlier, lack of details on the investment book prevent any reliable estimate on the extent of
these investments. However, an analysis of the split of the investment book of banks does provide some
insight. To determine the possibility and extent of exposure to these investment vehicles, we use two screens
to identify where possible troubles could exist - i) proportion of international investments, and ii) proportion
of investments in North America. This provides us a rough estimate of the magnitude of investments that
could be potentially tied up in such securities.

Fig 2.12: Breakdown of Inv. Book  (2007) Fig 2.13: Inv. in North America (2007)

Source: Company Accounts, EFG-Hermes Source: Company Accounts, EFG-Hermes

Based on our analysis, we are of the opinion that the banks most exposed to the risk of impairment on the
value of their investments include Samba, Riyad, ANB and SAIB. All four banks have i) relatively bigger
investment books, ii) higher exposure to international investments, and iii) more than 5% of their total assets
invested in North America. While Saudi British Bank (SABB) also has a relatively higher exposure to
international investments, only 2% of its total assets is invested in North American assets. We therefore
believe that SABB's exposure to the US mortgage related securities, if any, is likely to be small in magnitude.
Given the relatively limited disclosure, it is difficult to quantify the impact. However, we have attempted to
estimate the possible investment related write-offs based on varying levels of exposure of bank's to North
American investments. We have assumed write-offs at 25% of the estimated value in US mortgage related
investments.
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Table 2.14: Sensitivity Analysis of US Mortgage Related Investments

Source: Company Accounts, EFG-Hermes estimates

With the strong growth expected in the loan book of the banks, we expect that the proportion of funds
allocated to the investment book is likely to decline. With the loans-to-deposit ratio of banks close to the
prescribed ceiling, we expect banks to free up cash from their investment book and channel the excess funds
to meet the growing requirements of the loan book. While the trend of reallocating funds from the
investment book to the loan book picked up in 2002-03, it stabilized during 2006-07 as loan growth slowed
down considerably. With loan growth momentum expected to pick up over the coming years, we expect the
investment book to decline as a percentage of total assets as well as deposits. This should support the asset
yield to some extent as the yield on the loan book is generally higher than the investment book.

Figure 2.15: Investment Book (SAR billion) - Declining as a % of Deposits

Source: SAMA, EFG-Hermes

Because of the persistence of the current uncertain global credit environment, we expect Saudi banks to
review their investment book and liquidate USD investments as well as funds placed with international
managers. When it comes to international investments, particularly outside the GCC, we expect banks to be
more cautious in committing further funds.
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f. capitalization

The Capital Adequacy of Saudi banks has generally remained high, and has been driven by SAMA's desire to
keep the financial sector strong to absorb shocks. As SAMA implements reforms in the banking sector, we
believe that SAMA would encourage banks to maintain high capital adequacy ratios. 

Fig 2.16: Total CAR of Listed Banks Fig 2.17: Total CAR of Individual Banks

Source: Company Accounts, EFG-Hermes Source: Company Accounts, EFG-Hermes

basel ii implementation and impact on car
The implementation of the Basel II Standardized Approach from 1 January 2008 has dented the Total CAR of
banks. The total CAR of the banks has declined by an average of 20-25%, which we believe is an acceptable
range as a result of Basel II Implementation. However, the decline is more severe in the cases of smaller banks
which have seen their Total CAR decline by as much as 35%.

As the banks move towards the implementation of the Internal Ratings-Based Approach of Basel II, we believe
that SAMA would like the commercial banks to keep maintaining higher CARs and we therefore expect
payout ratios of banks to remain low in the short term. 
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iii. profitability outlook

Driven by robust loan book growth, we expect the Saudi banking sector to register strong profitability growth
over the medium term. However, the extent of the growth in individual banks is likely to vary based on their
ability to cope with the competitive pressures and challenges faced by the sector. The decline in benchmark
interest rates is likely to put a squeeze on net interest spreads in the short-term. We expect the spread
pressure to be more intense for Islamic banks as their liability side mainly consists of non-interest bearing
accounts. Conventional banks appear to be relatively better positioned compared to their Islamic peers in
adapting to the declining interest rate environment owing to their ability to re-price their liabilities. Overall,
we expect the banks to adjust the liability book quickly which is likely to help them to absorb the margin
pressure. Nonetheless, we expect the net interest spread of the banks to shrink, with the pressure coming
from two sources i) a decline in asset yields on the back of lower interbank rates, which is unlikely to be
completely matched by a similar decline in funding costs, and ii) thinner spreads on the faster growing
corporate loan book, while the consumer loan book is unlikely to show a major recovery. 

However, what is interesting is that banks have been able to cope with pressures on spreads in the past and
avoid significant margin erosion. On the non-interest income side, banks are likely to witness continued
pressure on brokerage commissions, though it is unlikely to be as severe as that witnessed in 2007.
Investment related gains are also likely to shrink as global markets continue to remain volatile. However, fee
income is likely to grow strongly on the back of strong loan growth while rising export and import volumes
will continue feeding in to higher trade-related income. 

Supported by high Net Interest Spreads (averaging 3.5% in 2007), a growing loan book (historical 5-year
CAGR of 22%) and strong broking income (which accounted for 9% of total sector revenue in 2007), Saudi
banks are among the most profitable banks when compared to their regional peers of comparable size. We
expect the profitability of the Saudi banks to be sustained on the back of high loan growth anticipated over
the coming years and their ability to maintain current efficiency levels.

Fig 3.1: Net Interest Spreads Fig 3.2: ROAE and ROA 
of the Largest Banks in the Region

Source: Company Accounts, EFG-Hermes Source: Company Accounts, EFG-Hermes

A DuPont analysis of the last reported annual accounts (2007) of the Saudi banks reveals that Net Interest
Spreads are the primary driver of the profitability of the banking sector. Higher Net Interest Spreads in turn
are supported by lower funding costs on the back of relatively higher propotion of demand deposits in the
overall deposit mix of the banking sector. On average, demand deposits account for 43% of the sector's total
deposits. This is on the back of religious inclination of the depositor base which prefers to keep deposits in
non-interest bearing accounts. A case in point is Al Rajhi Bank where as of Dec-07, 97% of the total deposits
comprised of demand deposits. 
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Table 3.3: Saudi Banks - DuPont Analysis for 2007

Source: Annual Accounts, EFG-Hermes

a. cash reserve requirements

With its interest rate policy moving in line with US Fed Policy, SAMA has opted to use other monetary tools
to tackle inflation, the foremost of them being raising the cash reserve requirements for the banking sector.
SAMA has been raising the Cash Reserve Ratio (CRR) of banks since Nov-07 to curtail lending growth. Over
the last six months, SAMA has raised the CRR by 600bps. The increase which started in Nov-07 has seen the
CRR go up from 7% to 13% on demand deposits, in four steps, and in its most recent move SAMA has
doubled the reserve requirement on saving and time liabilities to 4%. Banks are now required to set aside
13% of their demand deposits and 4% of their savings and time deposits as cash reserves with SAMA,
effectively increasing the CRR of banks by almost 370bps.

The hike in CRR has effectively reduced the amount of loanable funds for the banks. Initially, the banks
reduced their investment book to meet the rising CRR requirements, thereby reducing their interest earning
asset base. However, we believe that this is unlikely to contain money supply growth, which continues to
remain strong on the back of high government and corporate spending on projects that have already been
initiated. We therefore believe that this is also unlikely to dampen banking sector asset growth which
continues to remain robust. We do not rule out the possibility of a further hike in the CRR by SAMA. However,
we believe that as inflation trends down in 2H2008, primarily because of the high base effect, SAMA will
reduce the reserve requirement.

b. net interest spreads

With SAMA following in lockstep behind the US Federal Reserve to cut policy rates, the Saudi Inter-Bank
Offer Rate (SIBOR - the benchmark used for loan pricing) has also declined to its 4-year low. This is likely to
put pressure on asset yields across the banks as the loans are re-priced to a lower base while at the same
time the yield on the investment book also declines. On the liability side however, the cost of demand
deposits (40% of the total), remains unchanged. This is likely to put pressure on net interest spreads of the
banking sector, which is expected to be more challenging for Islamic banks as their liability book is primarily
composed of non-interest bearing deposits. However, the asset yield compression is likely to be cushioned by
the existing stock of consumer loans which are primarily fixed rate loans.
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Figure 3.4: Rate Cuts - History Repeating Itself?

Source: Bloomberg, SAMA

Saudi banks have historically shown strong resilience in protecting their spreads and were able to get through
the last interest rate easing cycle without a significant drop in Net Interest Spreads. A decline in asset yield
was compensated through lower return offered on deposits, enabling the banks to maintain spreads. We
believe that banks are likely to absorb this pressure once again without major erosion in margins through re-
pricing their liability book more aggressively. As it stands, the banks have been quick to re-price the liability
book whereas the pricing on the asset book is being negotiated, enabling banks to be in a better position to
absorb the rate shock.

Fig 3.5: Asset Yield & Funding Cost V/S 12M SIBOR Fig 3.6: Saudi Banks - Net Interest Spreads

Source: Company Accounts, EFG-Hermes Source: Company Accounts, EFG-Hermes

deposits re-pricing
We are of the opinion that banks are likely to re-price their liability book much more quickly than their loan
book, and hence be able to protect margins on their existing book. Most of the interest bearing deposits with
banks are primarily institutional, and are already in the process of being priced lower. During 2001-03, when
benchmark interest rates nose-dived, banks were quick to re-price their deposit books much more quickly
compared to their asset book. Interestingly, consumer loans, which are primarily fixed rate loans, only
constituted 20% of the loan book at that time compared to 27% currently, leading us to believe that the rate
pressure is likely to be gradually absorbed.

identifying the winners
With pressure on Net Interest Spreads arising from a decline in benchmark interest rates, we try to identify
factors that can lend support to the profitability of the bank. We identify four factors that in our opinion are
likely to determine the extent of pressure on spreads- i) proportion of loan book comprising of consumer
loans, ii) proportion of investments comprising of bonds, iii) deposit mix, and iv) maturity profile of assets
and liabilities.
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i. Consumer Loans
Banks having a smaller proportion of their loan book comprised of consumer loans are likely to witness a
relatively sharp fall in spreads as compared to other banks. With almost all consumer loans priced at fixed
rates, the consumer asset yield is likely to provide a cushion to the otherwise declining asset yield. In such a
scenario, the ability to grow the consumer book aggressively is also likely to be a key differentiating factor.
However, consumer asset growth over the last couple of years has been very slow compared to historic trend,
and this is unlikely to change unless the mortgage product picks up very strongly.

We also see a low risk of refinancing of consumer loans as banks are likely to resist the pressure. On the other
hand, due to the fact that consumer loans are mostly secured through salary assignments, retail borrowers
are unlikely to obtain re-financing from other banks seeking to aggressively grow their loan book due to the
difficulties involved in shifting their salaries to a different bank. 

ii. Government Bond Portfolio
As overall market yields decline, the government bond portfolio at banks could provide a cushion to the
profitability of the banks not only in the form of stable yields, but also as a source of capital gains. These are
generally high yielding investments when compared to market rates, and were issued at least 2 years ago and
can also be a source of capital gains. The only risk for the banks in booking capital gains is running short of
government paper. The government has not issued a long term bond for over two years now as the oil price
bonanza has enabled it to build up strong reserves. Also, the deficits have turned into surpluses, reducing the
need for the government to raise funds through the issuance of bonds.

iii. Demand Deposits
While traditionally a higher demand deposit base is considered an advantage as it translates in to higher
spreads, in times of declining interest rates, the higher demand deposit base leads to greater compression in
margins. The larger the demand deposit base, the bigger would be the decline in spreads as the liability side
would be re-priced to a lesser extent compared to the asset book. We therefore prefer banks that have a
higher proportion of time liabilities as it would lead to a lesser compression in margins.

iv. Maturity Profile of Assets and Liabilities
The ability of banks to quickly refinance the majority of their liability side is also likely to be a critical factor
in determining the ability of banks to protect their margins. Typically, banks have a higher proportion of their
liabilities in the 3-months maturity profile which means that banks would be able to re-price their liabilities
within 3 months. For our analysis, we have used the on-balance sheet gap of banks in the interest rate
sensitive asset and liabilities of the bank having a 1-year maturity profile. Banks having a higher proportion
of on-balance sheet gap with a one year maturity profile are likely to face more pressure on their spreads.

Table 3.7: Factors affecting Net Interest Spreads of the banks

Source: Company Accounts, EFG-Hermes estimates
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c. non-special commission income

Broking revenues of commercial banks are likely to remain subdued in the wake of the high competition being
witnessed in the industry. After registering an overall decline of 63% in 2007, broking revenues have failed
to pick up in 1Q2008. While trading volumes on the Saudi stock market have recovered from the lows
witnessed towards the end of 2006, competition in the industry has forced banks to offer significant
discounts on broking commissions. The discounts currently being offered on brokerage commissions go up to
as high as 80%. As competition continues to remain stiff, we expect brokerage commissions to witness
further declines of 5-10% in 2008. We also do not expect brokerage revenue to be a major revenue driver for
the banks as was the case during 2004-2006, when broking revenues more than tripled, contributing as much
as over 20% to the total revenue of the banks. However, we have incorporated a small and gradual recovery
in brokerage commissions starting from 2009. We believe that the increased number of listed stocks (with
almost 40 IPOs planned for 2008) could act to increase trading volumes at the Saudi stock exchange. 

The decline in the contribution of broking income to the total income of the bank has also reduced its
significance in the overall profitability of the banks, in our opinion. Broking income accounted for only 9% of
the total revenue of the banking sector in 2007 as compared to 23% in 2005-06. While broking income of
the banks is unlikely to show any major recovery in the short term, we believe that i) the decline in broking
income is likely to be less steep than was witnessed in 2007 as it has already declined significantly, and ii)
the overall contribution to the profitability of the bank, and hence its significance has also declined. We
however are particularly weary of banks where non-interest income driven by broking income continues to
be a higher proportion of the overall revenue. We see further deterioration in broking revenues of banks in
the short term driven by competition, and hence expect banks heavily relying on this source of income to be
more vulnerable to earnings volatility.

Fig 3.8: Broking & Fund Management Revenues Fig 3.9: Broking Income/Total Non Int. Inc. (2007) 

Source: Company Accounts, EFG-Hermes Source: Company Accounts, EFG-Hermes

Another threat for the broking business of banks is potential competition arising from independent brokerage
companies. The Capital Market Authority, the stock market regulator, has issued almost 70 new investment
banking licenses since 2006. However, only a handful of these companies have commenced commercial
operations. We do not see the independent broking companies as a major threat to commercial banks for the
domestic retail business as banks in our opinion are well entrenched in the domestic retail investor base.
While the commercial banks have been forced to set up separate subsidiaries to look after the investment
banking business under the regulator directives, they maintain strong links with their parent banks. This
enables the banks to offer a range of services to retail investors, which includes cash management to margin
lending, which is unlikely to be matched by the independent brokerage companies. 
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d. cost pressures likely to creep up

Saudi banks have generally maintained comparatively low cost-to-income ratios compared to regional peers.
The average cost-to-income ratios for the sector in 2006 declined to as low as 26%, and in some cases it was
lower than 20%. However, this was more a function of a three-fold increase in high margin brokerage
revenues during 2004-06. Cost-to-income ratios of the listed Saudi banks jumped up to 32% in 2007 after
brokerage revenues normalized.

Fig 3.10: Banking Sector-Cost to Income Ratios Fig 3.11: Saudi Banks-Cost to Income Ratios (2007)

Source: Company Accounts, EFG-Hermes Source: Company Accounts, EFG-Hermes

We expect cost pressures to persist for Saudi banks coming from i) rising wage pressures as inflation
continues to soar, and it becomes increasingly expensive for banks to retain quality Saudi talent to maintain
the Saudization ratios prescribed by SAMA, and ii) the rising rental cost of branches. Saudi talent remains a
precious commodity, hence making it expensive and difficult to retain. This has also put pressure on banks to
spend more on training and development, which is also likely to lead to higher administration costs.
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iv. recent results

Results announced by Saudi banks for 2007 as well as 1Q2008 show that a recovery in major indicators is
already underway. Loan growth is picking up momentum while deposit growth is keeping up with loan
growth. Overall asset growth remains strong despite the recent hikes in cash reserve requirement by the
central bank, pointing to strong underlying demand. On the other hand, profitability growth remains
constrained for the time being due to depressed brokerage and fund management revenue, high trading
losses on investment books, and to a certain extent by provisions. However, the worsening trend in these
indicators appears to be bottoming out and we believe that banks should start reporting strong profitability
growth from 3Q2008.

Fig 4.1: Sector Net Profit Growth Fig 4.2: Net Profit Growth for Ind. Banks in 1Q08

Source: Company Accounts, EFG-Hermes Source: Company Accounts, EFG-Hermes

a. strong balance sheet growth

Loans and Advances
Recent results point to a strong recovery in balance sheet growth. Overall, loans of the listed bank grew by
36% Y-o-Y and 12% Q-o-Q in 1Q2008, their strongest rate of growth in the last 12 quarters. A majority of
the loan disbursements over the last 8 quarters has been to corporates, while consumer loan growth
continues to grow at low single digit numbers. On the liability side, customer deposits grew at 26% Y-o-Y
and 8% Q-o-Q in 1Q2008, among the strongest growth rates witnessed in the last 3 years.

Fig 4.3: Aggregate Loan Growth at Listed Banks Fig 4.4: Loan Growth at Individual Banks 1Q08

Source: Company Accounts, EFG-Hermes Source: Company Accounts, EFG-Hermes

Data for individual banks show that all banks recorded double-digit credit growth Y-o-Y in 1Q2008 which lends
support to our view of strong expected credit growth for the sector. Overall growth for the banking sector for
1Q2008 appears high compared to our forecast growth of 29% for 2008 owing to the low base in 1Q2007
and the fact that the majority of the loan growth in 2007 was witnessed during second half of the year.
Quarterly sector loan book growth for most of 2006 and the beginning 2007 was muted at less than 3%. 
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The strongest loan book growth was witnessed at Bank Al Jazira followed by Saudi British Bank, but for
different reasons: Bank Al Jazira has started focusing on core banking after the consistent fall in brokerage
income, and has mopped up consumer loans from its competitors by offering refinancing at lower rates.
While this is likely to push up loan book growth in the short term, we believe that in the medium to longer
term, loan growth for the bank should normalize in line with sector growth. On the other hand, loan growth
at SABB was primarily driven by corporate lending and appears exceptionally high owing to comparison to a
lower base last year. SABB's loan book remained stagnant for the most part of 2006 and 1Q2007, and started
picking up speed from 2Q2007.

Deposits 
A similar trend has been witnessed in deposit growth as well, which recorded 26% Y-o-Y and 8% Q-o-Q
growth, also among the fastest growth rates witnessed over the last 3 years. On a sectoral basis, what is more
interesting is that the deposit mix which had started deteriorating in 2006 and early 2007, as a result of
higher growth in time & saving accounts, is beginning to normalize. The composition of demand deposits in
the overall deposit mix of the bank is beginning to improve and the ratio of demand deposits to total deposits
stood at 44% in Dec-2007 compared to 41% a year ago. Among the listed banks, Bank Al Bilad reported the
strongest Y-o-Y growth as the bank attracted significant deposits in a new product introduced in 2H2007.

Fig 4.5: Aggregate Deposit Growth at Listed Banks Fig 4.6: Deposit Growth at Individual Banks 1Q08

Source: Company Accounts, EFG-Hermes Source: Company Accounts, EFG-Hermes

b. profitability growth

Net profit at the listed banks rose by 16% Q-o-Q and 4% Y-o-Y in 1Q2008. Earnings growth on a Q-o-Q
basis was higher owing to the fact that 4Q2007 earnings were depressed by higher year end provisioning
charges. We are, however, of the opinion that earnings growth for 2008 should be strong on the back of
growth in Net Special Commission and stabilizing Non Special Commission Income. We forecast
consolidated earnings of the listed banks to grow by 15.2% in 2008 supported by 16.3% growth in Special
Commission Income and 7.6% growth in Non Special Commission Income.

special commission income 
Encouragingly, growth in Net Special Commission Income is gradually picking up speed on the back of rising
loan book growth. Consolidated Net Special Commission Income of the listed banks grew by 16.7% Y-o-Y
and 6.6% Q-o-Q on the back of strong loan book growth. Net Interest Spreads slid marginally to 3.6% in
1Q2008 as compared to 3.8% in 4Q2007. 1Q2008 is also important from the perspective of gauging the
impact of declining interest rates on the Net Interest Spreads of the banks. As is evident in Figure 4.8, the
pure Islamic banks saw the slowest growth in Net Special Commission Income on a Q-o-Q basis as they faced
the highest risk of a spread squeeze with their inability to re-price their liability book. Bank Al Bilad witnessed
the strongest Net Special Commission Income supported by improving asset yields as the bank continues to
grow its loan book by focusing on the middle market. However, in 1Q2008 the bank recorded a Q-o-Q
decline of 1.4% in Net Special Commission Income.
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Fig 4.7: Listed Banks - Aggregated Net Special Fig 4.8: Net-Sp. Commission Income Growth 
Commission Income of Individual Banks 1Q2008

Source: Company Accounts, EFG-Hermes Source: Company Accounts, EFG-Hermes

non special commission income
Non Special Commission Income continues to depress growth in total banking income, and hence net profits.
Non Special Commission Income registered a decline of 14.8% Y-o-Y and 4.8% Q-o-Q in 1Q2008 led by a
continued decline in brokerage income coupled with trading losses on the investment book. However, the
decline in Non Special Commission Income is slowing which leads us to believe that by the end of the year
the impact of this declining trend on the overall income of the bank is likely to be relatively muted. What
also needs to be kept in mind is that brokerage income declined throughout 2007 and hence Y-o-Y
comparisons in 1H2008 are likely to continue showing negative growth. Individually, banks show a mixed
picture, with some of the banks reporting a recovery in Non Special Commission Income, while others still
showing decline. However, as compared to most of 2007 where the decline in Non-Special Commission
Income was on the back of decline in brokerage income, drop in 1Q0208 is also magnified by loss on banks'
investment portfolios.

Fig 4.9: Aggregated Non Special Fig 4.10: Non-Sp. Com. Income Growth of 
Commission Income Growth                                         Individual Banks 1Q2008

Source: Company Accounts, EFG-Hermes Source: Company Accounts, EFG-Hermes
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v. valuation

a. recent price performance of listed banks

The share prices of Saudi banks have been on a roller coaster ride since the middle of 2007. After experiencing
a strong rally towards the end of the 2007 which continued into January 2008, banking stocks have lost
almost 24% of their value since that time, on the back of concerns regarding earnings growth and potential
losses on account of exposure to US mortgage-related investments. 1Q2008 results have revealed no major
write downs or provisioning on account of the investment book although Y-o-Y earnings growth for the
sector has been muted. On the other hand, balance sheet growth has been very strong, with loans growing
33% YoY and deposits growing 26% Y-o-Y for the listed universe as a whole. We believe that lack of a major
hit from US investments and strong balance sheet growth has turned sentiment around, and the banking
sector index has surged by 13% since the middle of April. However, Year-to-Date performance is at -21%,
and 24% below the high reached in Jan-08. 

Table 5.1: Stock Price Data of Saudi Banks

Source: Bloomberg

We believe that results over the next two quarters are likely to be strong. Net special commission income
has rebounded strongly in the 1Q2008 results. The only disappointment has been a continuation of the
decline in brokerage revenues and losses on the trading books, which continue to dampen non special
commission income growth. However, we believe that the decline in brokerage revenue is bottoming out and
we have incorporated a gradual recovery in brokerage income starting from 2009.

We believe quarterly results serve as the biggest trigger for stocks on the Saudi market. Banks will report their
1H2008 results in July 2008. Quarterly results are generally announced within two to three weeks of the end
of a quarter. The mortgage law, which has been under review for almost a year now, if passed, could prove
to be another catalyst in the near term. We expect the mortgage law to be approved this year as rising rents
have contributed to inflation rising to a 27-year high. With more than 65% of the population living in rented
accommodation, the pinch is being felt strongly, raising the pressure on the government to come up with
some form of solution or relief.
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b. decf valuation

We have used a Discounted Equity Cash Flow (DECF) model as the primary tool for valuing Saudi banks.
Simply put, this is a discounting of expected future cash flows accruing to equity holders to arrive at an
estimated fair value. We calculate the estimated cash flow in any particular year by forecasting how much
of the earnings need to be retained and transferred to equity to fund the growth in risk weighted assets so
as to maintain capital adequacy at the target level. The earnings not required to be retained are considered
distributable in the form of dividends, and are discounted.

Free Cash Flow to Equity = EarningsYear 1 - Target Capital Adequacy x (RWAYear 1-RWAYear 0)

We divide our forecasts over two time periods: i) 2008-2012, when we expect loan growth to remain
strong; averaging 20%, and hence earnings growth to also be strong, and ii) 2013-2017 where we forecast
loan and earnings growth to normalize, with the growth rate falling to a range of 10-12%. From 2018
onwards, we use a conventional terminal perpetuity for determining the terminal value. The key inputs over
the forecast period over and beyond our financial forecasts are therefore the discount rate, the growth in
RWAs, target capital adequacy and, beyond the forecast period, the terminal growth rate. Dividends are in
turn dependent on ROEs and retention ratios.

Additionally, there are two factors that we have taken into consideration in arriving at our valuations for
Saudi banks; i) high current capital adequacy ratios, and ii) over-provisioning for NPLs:

i) High Capital Adequacy Ratios: Across the whole Saudi banking sector, capital adequacy ratios are high
resulting from high earning retention by banks and SAMA's desire to maintain a strong financial sector.
Average Tier I CARs for the listed Saudi banks stood at 17.4% at end of 2007 against the regulatory minimum
total CAR (including Tier II) of 8.0%. While we believe that banks are likely to maintain high CARs in the short
term on account of i) high anticipated asset growth, and ii) the next phase of Basel II implementation, CARs
are likely to trend downwards as asset growth normalizes and banks fully implement the next phase of Basel
II. We therefore believe that Saudi banks would not be required to raise fresh capital or continue to retain a
high level of earnings to fund the growth in their risk weighted assets. We have therefore lowered our CARs
over our projection period to reach a range of 12-13%, resulting in a rising payout ratio.

ii) Over Provisioning for NPLs: Provisioning for Non Performing Loans is also high across all banks. The trend
of over-provisioning began in 2002-03 when banks opted to take advantage of an increase in profitability on
the back of strong consumer loan growth by creating precautionary cushions. In our view, this was a prudent
move as banks were relatively new to the consumer finance business which experienced very strong growth
over 2002-2006. However, with growth in corporate loans likely to be a major driver, we expect the levels of
provisioning to trend down. In our forecasts, we have reduced average levels of provisions to NPLs to 125%,
which also normalizes the base for the purpose of determining our terminal value.

the cost of capital
For banks, since we are estimating free cash flow to equity rather than free cash flow to both debt and equity
as is the case for industrial companies, we use the Cost of Equity to discount free cash flows. The Cost of
Equity or the discount rate is split into two components i) the risk free rate, for which we use a rate based
on the 10-year Saudi government bond, and ii) the theoretical country & sector equity risk premium, which
we have estimated from discussions of relative fundamental risk and cross comparisons with ERPs used for
different markets. Finally, there is our estimated stock specific risk, which varies from bank to bank. Overall
we have used three levels of ERPs based on the type of bank: i) For Joint Venture banks, where the majority
shareholder is an international bank and where we believe credit policies to be the tightest, we have assumed
ERPs of 4.75%, ii) for domestic and regional banks, we have assumed ERPs of 5.00%, and iii) we have added
25bps to our discount rates in cases where we believe that the exposure to investments in North America is
relatively high, and where we have seen indications of exposure in the form of provisioning in the investment
book.
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Table 5.2: Summary of Our Recommendations

Source: EFG-Hermes estimates

sensitivity analysis
In the table below, we present the sensitivity of bank valuations to changes in the cost of equity and the
perpetual growth rate. 

Table 5.3: Sensitivity to Changes in Terminal Growth & Cost of Capital Assumptions

Al Rajhi Bank (LTFV of SAR128.6/share)                           Arab National Bank (LTFV of SAR97.50/share)

Source: EFG-Hermes estimates

Bank Al Bilad (LTFV of SAR34.60/share)                           Bank Al Jazira (LTFV of 39.50/share)

Source: EFG-Hermes estimates

Banque Saudi Fransi (LTFV of SAR116.0/share) Riyad Bank (LTFV of SAR52.30/share)

Source: EFG-Hermes estimates
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Samba Financial Group (LTFV of SAR122.0/share)           Saudi British Bank (LTFV of SAR121.5/share)

Source: EFG-Hermes estimates

Saudi Hollandi Bank (LTFV SAR73.70/share)                    Saudi Investment Bank (LTFV of SAR36.20/share)

Source: EFG-Hermes estimates

c. comparable valuations

We have relied primarily on P/E and P/BV multiples with reference to ROE as the preferred measures for our
comparable analysis. While the multiples for 2008 appear to be high, we believe that they are justified by the
higher earnings growth outlook in Saudi Arabia than in other emerging markets. 

Table 5.4: Comparable Multiple Valuation of Saudi Banks

Source: EFG-Hermes estimates

On P/E multiples, a clear distinction can be seen between the Islamic banks and the conventional banks. The
higher trading multiples of the Islamic banks are reflective of the premium assigned to them by the domestic
investor base, which prefers to invest in Shariah compliant companies. Hence, Islamic banks trade at a relative
premium to their conventional peers. 

Conventional banks trade on similar P/E multiples to one another with the exception of SABB which enjoys
a premium for delivering positive surprises. This premium has become more apparent after the 1Q2008
results announcement where SABB posted 23% Y-o-Y growth in net profit compared to the sector average
of only 4%. 

banking sector note
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On P/E multiples, SHB is the most inexpensive. Although we believe that the bank is likely to almost double
its earnings in 2008 on the back of lower provisioning and strong growth as the local management takes a
more aggressive stance towards growth after management control moved away from ABN-AMRO, this
positive is not reflected in SHB's earnings multiples as we believe the market is still looking back to SHB track
record of low growth. BSF and ANB trade on similar forward multiples to one another with a similar earnings
growth profile. Bank Al Bilad benefits from a rapidly falling P/E owing to higher earnings growth on the back
of a starting lower base. Nonetheless multiples remain expensive. 

Compared to the earnings multiples, the P/B multiples of the Saudi banks are much more widely dispersed,
with those banks that generate a higher ROE clearly trading at a premium to their peers. Bank Al Jazira and
Saudi Investment Bank are the most inexpensive on P/B multiples, however both have ROEs at the lower end
of the group. While Bank Al Bilad's P/B is comparatively lower than its peers, it also has the lowest ROE in
the sector currently, which is typical for a new bank. ANB and SHB are trading at relatively low P/Bs in
relation to their ROEs and we believe that both banks have the strong potential to increase their ROEs from
current levels on the back of ongoing restructuring.

banking sector note

box 1: islamic banks - higher value traded, premium valuations
As was illustrated earlier, the Shariah compliant banks are by far the most heavily traded stocks within the
banking sector. The average daily value traded of a Shariah compliant bank is at least twice that of the
most heavily traded conventional bank. The Shariah compliant banks together generate 4 times more
liquidity than the conventional banks together. The reason for such high volumes in Shariah compliant
banks compared to conventional banks is the shareholder profile: Domestic retail investors account for
95% of the value traded on the stock market, and a large number prefer to invest only in Shariah compliant
banks. This also explains the valuation premium that Shariah compliant banks enjoy over their
conventional peers.
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d. recommendations

We are positive on the fundamentals of the Saudi banking sector as we believe that loan and earnings growth
momentum is likely to remain strong. Table 5.5 shows a summary of our recommendations. 

Table 5.5: Summary of Recommendations

Source: EFG-Hermes estimates

Our LT recommendations on the stocks are based on our LTFVs derived through our DECF model. In the short
term, we believe that positive surprises on loan and earnings growth are likely to be the key driver for share
prices. As mentioned earlier, we see 1H2008 results and news flow on the mortgage law as potential catalysts
for share price performance. Table 5.6 both details the rationale for our recommendations on the stocks and
also lists the key downside and upside risks for individual banks. 

Table 5.6: Recommendations and Risks
Recommendation
ST LT Rationale Stock Specific Risks

ANB Buy Buy ANB is re-modeling its branch network  Downside
and moving towards a universal banking Execution risk on branch
model. In addition, the bank has identified transformation and strategic
insurance, mortgages and construction business initiatives
as the key growth segments and partnered Upside
with the best names in the respective Stronger than expected
business to tap into these growth growth in the mortgage business.
opportunities.

Al Rajhi Buy Buy With 97% of the deposits accounted for Downside
by demand deposits, Al Rajhi's key strategic Deterioration in deposit mix 
advantage is its low deposit cost leading to higher funding cost.
(less than 1%), which drives the bank's high Upside
Net Interest Spreads. While the consumer Stronger than expected loan 
segment has historically been Al Rajhi's forte, growth and aggressive 
the bank has quickly developed its corporate geographical expansion. 
and investment banking business by 
hiring an experienced team of professionals 
from global banks.

BSF Buy Buy We expect BSF to capitalize on its historically Downside
strong corporate relationships to benefit Lower than expected interest
from the booming corporate credit demand spreads and loan growth.
in the country. With strong support from Upside

its parent, Calyon, the bank has a strong Successful execution of its recent
presence in the corporate banking space. initiatives in consumer finance.  

banking sector note
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Source: EFG-Hermes

SHB Buy Acc. With the global acquisition of ABN-AMRO Downside
Bank completed, and the induction of new Execution risk on the 
management at SHB, we expect the bank restructuring exercise.
to focus on growing the business aggressively. Upside
One of the oldest banks in the country, we Acquisition of SHB’s 40% stake 
believe that SHB's growth potential was by an international bank would
constrained by ABN-AMRO's risk averse significantly improve the bank’s 
approach, and we believe the end of this ability to participate in project 
relationship is likely to give more freedom finance deals.
to the bank to realize its potential.

Samba Buy Buy Samba is one of the most aggressive banks Downside
in the country in our opinion. Execution risk on the bank’s
After the exit of Citibank in 2003, the local geographical expansion
management has been able to drive growth initiative.
and is now looking to expand its Upside
geographical reach in the region. Higher loan growth as Samba

is one of the most liquid banks
with a loan to deposit ratio of 76%.

SABB Buy Acc. One of the best managed banks in the Downside
country, SABB is ideally positioned to benefit Strong competition from 
from the growing project finance business international investment banks.
in the country. With strong HSBC support, Upside
SABB has developed a balanced portfolio of Stronger than expected growth
retail and corporate banking, and is among in loans and investment banking 
the top three players in all segments revenues.
of the business.

Riyad Buy Buy The bank has been benefitting from its Downside
investment in IT infrastructure in the form Inability to generate excess 
of improved cost efficiencies. The recent returns on the recent 
rights offering bank doubled Riyad’s equity increased capital .
and  CAR allowing it to grow its loan  Upside
book more aggressively. Higher CAR providing increased

space to grow loans aggressively.

Al Bilad Red. Red. One of the most recent entrants to the Downside
Saudi banking sector, Bank Al Bilad continues  Inability to grow and manage
to record strong balance sheet growth by growth.
focusing on the middle market and consumer Upside
segments. However, as is typical with new Improvement in interest spreads
banks, profitability is low in the initial years through acquisition of low cost 
as the bank continues to invest in growing deposits
the business.

Al Jazira Neu. Neu. Strong in broking and fund management, Downside
which accounted for a majority of the Stiff competition in core 
bank's revenue, BAJ's profitability has banking leading to lower than
suffered due to a decline in trading volumes expected loan growth.
at the Saudi stock exchange and rising Upside
competition in the industry. While the Recovery in trading volumes
bank is aggressively growing its core banking in the Saudi market.
business, its contribution to total revenue 
remains small at almost 41%.

SAIB Neu. Neu. Over 2004-06, the bank registered strong Downside
profitability growth on the back of rising Higher than expected deterioration
broking income and high investment related in investment income.
gains both of which are currently Upside
under pressure. Stronger than expected loan growth.

banking sector note
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e. macro and sector risks

In addition to stock specific risks, the banks are also exposed to key macro and sector specific risks which we
highlight below: 

Deterioration in Domestic Economy: With hydrocarbon output accounting for a large part of GDP, Saudi
Arabia's economic turnaround since 2002 has been on the back of a surge in oil prices. A steep decline in oil
prices is likely to dent the country's growth drive, and slow down government spending. This could also lead
to slower corporate spending leading to lower than expected loan growth, while it could also result in a rise
in fresh NPLs.

Project Delays: The credit growth story of Saudi banks is built around growing government spending and
corporate expansions. Significant delays in the implementation of projects, either due to rising costs, or the
inability to procure the required equipment on time, could lead to lower than anticipated credit demand.

Regulatory Changes: The central bank has almost doubled the Cash Reserve Requirement of the commercial
banks over the last six months in an effort to contain inflation by curbing loan growth. A continuation in this
trend and/or other regulatory changes aimed at curbing lending growth could lead to slower than expected
loan and profitability growth at banks.

banking sector note
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Price as at 19 May 2008

saudi | banking

STerm Rec. : Buy
LTerm Rec. : Buy

Current Price*: SAR 86.50
LT Fair Value  : SAR 128.6

• Initiate With a ST/LT Buy: We initiate coverage on Al Rajhi Bank, the largest bank in Saudi Arabia, both in
terms of operations as well as by market cap, with a ST/LT Buy and a LTFV of SAR128.6, offering 49% upside
from current levels. Despite being the world’s largest Islamic bank, almost all its operations are confined to
Saudi Arabia.

• From Pure Retail to Corporate & Investment Banking: Faced with slowing growth in consumer financing
and realizing the growth potential of corporate banking, Al Rajhi brought in senior bankers with global
experience to strengthen its corporate and investment banking unit. The result has been a complete
turnaround, with corporate loans growing by an average of 25% during 2006-07 compared to a 3% CAGR in
2000-04. The bank has also made significant headway in the investment banking business, and was among the
top 10-players in the Islamic Deals book-runners and arrangers league table for 2007 in Saudi Arabia.

• Strong Loan Growth Driven by Corporate Banking: We expect the loan book to grow at a 5-year CAGR of
20.3%, primarily driven by the expanding corporate loan book which we expect to grow at a 5-year CAGR of 30%.
We are relatively conservative in our forecasts for mortgage business growth until the mortgage law is passed.

• Spreads Likely to Come Under Pressure but Remain Healthy: We expect the Net Interest Spread of the bank
to decline to 6.9% by 2009e as compared to 7.5% in 2007 due to pressure from two sources: i) The growing
contribution of the corporate loan book, and ii) with demand deposits accounting for 97% of total deposits (as
of Dec-07), pricing pressure on Al Rajhi’s asset book due to declining rates is unlikely to be compensated by
declining deposit rates. However, fixed rate consumer loan exposure (50% of loan book as of Dec-07) is likely
to mitigate, to some extent, the impact of a decline in the base rate. 

• Diversification Drive: The firm has set up a bank in Malaysia, recently received approval to open a branch in
Kuwait and is also looking for opportunities to grow organically as well as through acquisitions in the Middle
East, Asia and Africa. Within Saudi Arabia, the opening up of the insurance market has presented an attractive
opportunity to Al Rajhi. With a footprint across most major economic hubs of the country, and a loyal
customer base, Islamic Insurance or Takaful is a strategic fit for Al Rajhi. 

• Valuation: The stock is trading at 17.4x 2008e P/E and 5.0x 2008e P/B, has a 5-year CAGR of 18% and a
sustainable ROE of 30%, according to our estimates. We believe that Al Rajhi will continue trading at a
premium to the banking sector owing to its ability to generate sustainably high ROEs supported by high Net
Interest Spreads. The bank also enjoys strong interest from the Saudi retail investor base due to its Shariah
compliant status.

Murad Ansari
+9661 279 8649
mansari@efg-hermes.com
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Financial Statement (December year end)

Source: Al Rajhi, EFG-Hermes estimates

initiation of coverage note
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Price as at 19 May 2008

saudi | banking

STerm Rec. : Reduce
LTerm Rec. : Reduce

Current Price*: SAR 40.75
LT Fair Value  : SAR 34.60

• Initiating With ST Reduce /LT Reduce: We initiate coverage of Bank Al Bilad with a ST/LT Reduce and a
LTFV of SAR34.6, representing 15% downside to the current price. One of the most recent entrants to the
Saudi banking sector, Bank Al Bilad was established in 2004 to offer Shariah compliant banking.

• The Smallest Bank in Saudi Arabia but Growing Strongly: With total assets of almost SAR17 billion as
at Dec 2007, Bank Al Bilad is currently the smallest listed bank in Saudi Arabia but has been growing
aggressively, with growth in assets averaging over 50% over the last 2 years. Focusing on retail and middle
market corporate, the bank has quickly grown its network to 60 branches by end 2007, larger than those
of Bank Al Jazira and Saudi Investment Bank. 

• Focusing on the Middle Market: Initially set up to cater to the affluent, the bank changed its strategy to
focus on the consumer and middle market segments to create a niche for itself. While expanding the
branch network is likely to assist the bank in accessing a relatively inexpensive funding source, the middle
market and consumer segments are also providing higher asset yields to the bank, enabling the bank to
enjoy high Net Interest Spreads (4.47% in 2007, lower only than Al Rajhi). However, with the slow growth
in consumer assets witnessed over the last couple of years, the bank is increasingly banking on mid-market
corporates to drive growth in the loan book.

• Growing Aggressively, but Profitability Low For Now: Given that the bank is only 3 years old, we are
of the opinion that the focus in the near to medium term is likely to remain on balance sheet growth. Over
the last two years, the bank has more than doubled in size on all balance sheet metrics. However, given its
short history, ROA and ROAE of 0.5% and 2.4% respectively in 2007 is low. 

• 1Q2008 Results – Growth Continues: Bank Al Bilad recently announced 1Q2008 results, posting 98%
Y-o-Y net profit growth to SAR51 million. The bank continues to register strong balance sheet growth: 36%
Y-o-Y growth in loans, 51% Y-o-Y increase in assets, and 66% Y-o-Y growth in customer deposits. We
believe that growth in all the major indicators is likely to remain high in the near to medium term. 

• Valuation: While we believe that asset and net income growth of the bank are likely to remain high given
the low base, we still find the valuation to be extremely high for a 3-year old bank, in a competitive market,
where the average age of the peer banks is over a decade. At the current price, Bank Al Bilad is trading at
almost 62.5x 2008e P/E and 3.7x 2008e P/B, according to our estimates. 

Murad Ansari
+9661 279 8649
mansari@efg-hermes.com
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Financial Statement (December year end)

Source: Bank Al Bilad, EFG-Hermes estimates

initiation of coverage note
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Price as at 19 May 2008

saudi | banking

STerm Rec. : Neutral
LTerm Rec. : Neutral

Current Price*: SAR 42.00
LT Fair Value  : SAR 39.50

• Initiating With a ST/LT Neutral: We initiate coverage of Bank Al Jazira (BAJ) with a ST/LT Neutral and a
LTFV of SAR39.5, implying 4% downside from the current price. We believe that the current price reflects
expectations of a recovery in BAJ’s broking revenues, which we do not believe is likely to materialize in the
near term. With a price war among existing players having put pressure on brokerage income, rising
competition is likely to lead to further erosion of returns in this business, we believe.

• Aggressively Growing Core Banking Business: Faced with declining broking income, BAJ is aggressively
growing its core banking business, with net special commission income more than doubling over the last
two years. However, its contribution to total revenues in 2007 at 41% still remains low, leaving the overall
profitability susceptible to volatility in stock market trading volumes and hence broking income. We
estimate BAJ’s net special commission income to grow at a 5-year CAGR of 19.4% increasing its
contribution to 57% of total revenue by 2012e.

• Broking Income Likely To Remain Under Pressure: We expect broking income to remain under pressure
due to rising competition in the industry, and believe it is highly unlikely for broking income to recover to
levels witnessed during 2004-2006. Being a small bank, Bank Al Jazira was nimble enough to capitalize on
the opportunity presented by a burgeoning stock market, and enjoyed a first mover advantage. However,
over time, all banks in the country have developed and improved their broking business platforms and are
now aggressively competing for market share. A strong recovery in stock market volumes, on the other
hand, could lead to re-activation of broker-only licenses which were issued during 2005-06 and have been
dormant since due to the ongoing price war in the broking business. 

• 1Q2008 Results - Fee Income Pummels Profitability: BAJ reported a 49% decline in net profits for
1Q2008, driven by a 37% Y-o-Y fall in fee income (mainly broking income). We expect overall profitability
growth in 2008 to remain under pressure due to lower broking income compared to last year. On the other
hand, BAJ reported strong balance sheet growth with a 74% Y-o-Y increase in net loans, and a 32% Y-o-Y
increase in deposits.

• Valuation: BAJ is trading at 2008e P/E of 19.0x, 2008e P/B of 2.4x with a sustainable ROE of 13%. In the
short term, we believe that BAJ is likely to be seen as a proxy to the improving volumes in the Saudi stock
market. However, over the longer term, we believe that the bank has to significantly alter its business
model and concentrate on developing its core banking business to raise and sustain high profitability levels.

Murad Ansari
+9661 279 8649
mansari@efg-hermes.com
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Financial Statement (December year end)

Source: BAJ, EFG-Hermes estimates

initiation of coverage note
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Price as at 19 May 2008

saudi | banking

STerm Rec. : Buy
LTerm Rec. : Accumulate

Current Price*: SAR 98.00
LT Fair Value  : SAR 121.5

• Re-initiating Coverage With a ST Buy /LT Accumulate: We re-initiate coverage on Saudi British Bank
(SABB) with a ST Buy /LT Accumulate and a LTFV of SAR121.5, offering 24% upside from the current price. 

• A Balanced Portfolio: Saudi British has a presence in and is a top three player in all major market
segments – consumer, corporate, broking and fund management. Moreover, the overall asset portfolio is
balanced between corporate (34% of assets) and retail (22% of assets), which allows SABB to enjoy
relatively higher spreads compared to its peers (only Islamic banks generate higher spreads, due to their
funding cost advantage). 

• Strong HSBC Support: SABB enjoys strong support from its parent, HSBC in the form of product
development and technical expertise. Among the strongest international players in Saudi Arabia, HSBC
regards the Middle East as a priority area and puts strong emphasis on Saudi Arabia. With support from
HSBC Amanah, SABB is one of the dominant players in the Islamic banking segment, and is among the top
three players in Sukuk issues in the country.

• Unmatched Project Finance Capabilities: We believe that the strong support of HSBC enables SABB to play
a leading role in project finance deals emanating in the country. Realizing the potential of the country, a
separate investment banking unit, HSBC Saudi Arabia, has been set up which specifically focuses on investment
banking business. In depth knowledge of the country, a strong track record, and a highly experienced team puts
SABB in a unique position to capitalize on the booming investment banking environment, in our opinion.

• Fund Management – Leading Access to Saudi Arabia: SABB with support from HSBC, is at the forefront
of providing foreign investor access to the Saudi market through index tracking funds as well as sector
specific funds. Given the current regulatory restrictions, which do not allow stock specific access to foreign
investors, HSBC and SABB are attracting significant interest in their mutual funds, which is expected to
feed into strong fee income. 

• Valuation: SABB trades at 18.7x 2008e P/E, 5.3x 2008e P/B, with sustained ROE of 32% according to our
estimates. While valuations appear high, we believe that they are justified by SABB’s high ROE and its
ability to deliver above sector growth. 

Murad Ansari
+9661 279 8649
mansari@efg-hermes.com
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Financial Statement (December year end)

Source: SABB, EFG-Hermes estimates

re-initiation of coverage note
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Price as at 19 May 2008

saudi | banking

STerm Rec. : Buy
LTerm Rec. : Buy

Current Price*: SAR 91.25
LT Fair Value  : SAR 116.0

• Re-initiation of Coverage With a ST/LT Buy: We re-initiate coverage on Banque Saudi Fransi with a
ST/LT Buy and a LTFV of SAR116.0, offering 27% upside to the current share price. We find BSF to be
ideally placed to capitalize on its strong corporate relationships and to benefit from the growth in demand
for corporate credit, which is expected to be sustained in the medium term.

• Strong Corporate Franchise: With strong support from its parent Credit Agricole, now Calyon, BSF has
developed into a solid corporate banking franchise. We expect BSF to capitalize on its corporate
relationships to deliver strong loan growth, which we expect to grow at a 5-year CAGR of 21.1% while we
expect deposits to grow at a 5-year CAGR of 20.6%, supported by targeted branch network expansion and
a strong liquidity environment.

• Lower NISs, But Higher ROEs: With its corporate banking focus, BSF’s Net Interest Spreads (at 2.9%) are at
the lower end of the range among the Saudi Banks (sector average of 3.6%). However, efficient capital
utilization has allowed the bank to post ROEs of over 27%, which is towards the higher end of the range among
Saudi banks (average ROE of 24%). With the firm continuing to focus its attention on corporate banking, we
expect spreads to remain low compared to the overall sector, but also expect them to remain stable as BSF’s
existing net interest spreads already reflect the relatively thin spread earned on corporate loans.

• Strong Internet Broking Platform: BSF continues to maintain a strong presence in the execution only
broking business, though the contribution from this business has declined over the last few years due to
declining volumes on the Saudi stock exchange. The bank however remains among the top 5 players in the
industry, with a market share estimated at 10%. With support from Calyon, BSF is working on improving its
coverage of the Saudi market in order to deliver value added services to its clients.

• Looking to Diversify Its Revenue Stream: BSF aims to make up for its weak presence in other segments
of the financial services industry by forming joint ventures in insurance (with Allianz), consumer finance
(with Sofinco), asset management (with Calyon Asset Management) and corporate advisory/investment
banking (with Calyon). Though still in their initial stages, these initiatives offer opportunities for significant
growth in the non-special commission income of the bank. 

• Valuation: The stock is currently trading at 16.4x 2008e P/E and 4.0x 2008e P/B and a sustainable ROE
of 27%. We expect strong corporate loan growth and rising contribution of the bank’s joint ventures to be
the key earnings drivers for BSF. 

Murad Ansari
+9661 279 8649
mansari@efg-hermes.com
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Financial Statement (December year end)

Source: BSF, EFG-Hermes estimates

re-initiation of coverage note
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Price as at 19 May 2008

saudi | banking

STerm Rec. : Buy
LTerm Rec. : Buy

Current Price*: SAR 63.50
LT Fair Value  : SAR 97.50

• Re-Initiating With a ST/LT Buy: We re-initiate coverage of Arab National Bank (ANB) with a ST/LT Buy with
a LTFV of SAR97.5, offering 54% upside from the current price. We find ANB to be ideally placed to benefit
from both major segments – corporate as well as retail. The privatization of Banque Du Caire has offered ANB
an interesting opportunity to expand its geographical presence. ANB together with its parent, Arab Bank of
Jordan, is participating in the privatization of Banque De Caire, which is expected to be completed by Jun-08. 

• Focusing on Retail To Deliver: ANB is moving towards a universal banking model and will transform its
branches from transaction-only centers into sales centers, which is likely to improve cross selling. The bank
is currently remodeling its branch network and plans to expand its geographical reach from 123 branches
currently to 150 by 2009. With a 10.5% market share in the consumer finance segment (third after Rajhi
and NCB), the bank has punched above its weight and has a proven track record of delivery.

• Tapping Key Growth Opportunities Through Partnerships: Management has identified insurance, real
estate and construction as the key beneficiaries of the current economic boom in Saudi Arabia and has
partnered with the some of the biggest names in these industries: ANB has formed a JV with AIG in
insurance, and has taken a 17% stake in the Dubai-based subsidiary of Consolidated Contractors Company
(CCC) in heavy construction equipment leasing business. ANB and CCC are currently working to establish
a similar company in Saudi Arabia in which ANB will have a 62% stake.

• Mortgages - Ahead of the Pack: ANB established a first mover advantage by setting up Saudi Home
Loans (SHLC) Company, a dedicated Shariah compliant mortgage finance company, at the end of 2007.
ANB has a 40% stake in SHLC while the other shareholders are the IFC and Darul Arkan, one of the largest
residential real estate developers in the country. We believe that partnering with Darul Arkan is a key
strategic advantage as it should allow the bank to have access to some of the major residential housing
projects in the country. 

• High International Investments Is a Concern: Our only major concern with ANB is its relatively high
exposure to international investments. Management, however, has indicated that the quality of the
portfolio remains high and required provisions have been taken. To be conservative, we have added an
extra 25bps to our risk premium used in valuing the bank to adjust for any major surprises.

• Valuation: At the current price, ANB is trading at 15.0x 2008e, P/E, 3.3x 2008e P/B, a sustainable ROE
of 25%, and a 5-year EPS CAGR of 19% according to our estimates.

Murad Ansari
+9661 279 8649
mansari@efg-hermes.com
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Financial Statement (December year end)

Source: ANB, EFG-Hermes estimates

initiation of coverage note
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Price as at 19 May 2008

saudi | banking

STerm Rec. : Buy
LTerm Rec. : Buy

Current Price*: SAR 93.00
LT Fair Value  : SAR 122.0

• Re-initiating Coverage With a ST/LT Buy: We re-initiate coverage of Samba Financial Group (Samba)
with a ST/LT Buy and a LTFV of SAR122.0, offering 31% upside from the current price. Previously a JV bank
run by Citibank, Samba is currently the largest listed bank in terms of assets.

• Aggressive and Efficient: Capitalizing on the systems and processes developed by Citibank, Samba has
transformed itself in to one of the most aggressive banks in Saudi Arabia. Citibank’s exit has in fact helped
the bank in expanding its geographical footprint. After successfully managing the transition to local
management, Samba has started looking beyond its home turf; Samba acquired Crescent Commercial Bank
in Pakistan in 2007, recently established an office in the UAE and is interested in acquiring Banque De Caire
(BDC) under Egypt’s privatization program. We believe that Samba has the capability to succeed in its
geographical expansion plans, which so far have been small and gradual. 

• A Nimble Operator: Samba has been quick to seize opportunities presented by the changing market
environment. The bank remains one of the biggest players in all three major business segments – corporate,
retail, and broking and fund management. Over the last 5-years, Samba has been able to capitalize on the
boom in the consumer, broking and fund management businesses, and we believe is well poised to
continue growing strongly in the corporate segment. We expect Samba’s loan book to grow at a 5-year
CAGR of 23%. Among the Saudi banks, Samba has the greatest capacity to grow its loan book as its loan
to deposit ratio stood at 76% as at 1Q2008, compared to a sector average of 82%.

• Credit Squeeze Woes: Samba is among the few banks in Saudi Arabia that have been hurt by the global
credit squeeze. The bank has a relatively high exposure to North American investments assets, and as a
result has provisioned for a total of approximately SAR401 million on its investment book – SAR111 million
in provisioning on its investment book in 2007 and total mark-to-market write-downs of SAR290 million
in 4Q2007 and 1Q2008. While management has not stated the magnitude of its US mortgage related
investments, we believe that the exposure that is not provided for is not significant. However, to err on the
conservative side, we have added an extra 25bps to our equity risk premium in our valuation for Samba to
account for the uncertainty.

• Valuation: At the current price, Samba trades at 15.6x 2008e P/E and 4.1x 2008e P/B with a sustainable
ROE of 26%, according to our estimates. Samba’s stock price has recovered strongly after the
announcement of 1Q2008 results, rising almost 25% from its lows of SAR75/share for the year. However,
we believe that there is further room for upside.

Murad Ansari
+9661 279 8649
mansari@efg-hermes.com
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Financial Statement (December year end)

Source: Samba, EFG-Hermes estimates

re-initiation of coverage note
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saudi hollandi bank (shb)

Poised For a Turnaround!
21 may 2008
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Price as at 19 May 2008

saudi | banking

STerm Rec. : Buy
LTerm Rec. : Accumulate

Current Price*: SAR 61.75
LT Fair Value  : SAR 73.70

• Re-initiating Coverage with a ST Buy /LT Accumulate: We re-initiate coverage on Saudi Hollandi Bank
(SHB) with a ST Buy /LT Accumulate and a LTFV of SAR73.7, offering 19% upside from the current price.
In the short term, we believe that investors are likely to react positively to the strong recovery in profits,
while a possible acquisition of Royal Bank of Scotland’s 40% stake in SHB is likely to act as strong support.

• Turning Over a New Leaf: With the completion of ABN-AMRO Bank’s acquisition by the RBS-led
consortium, and the induction of new management at SHB, we believe that the bank is looking forward to
a brighter future. All overseas employees have either opted to shift over to a local contract or leave the
bank, and the focus of new management is to grow aggressively from here. We strongly believe that the
bank has immense growth opportunities in its core area of strength, which is corporate banking.

• Provisioning Expense Expected to Decline Considerably: We believe SHB’s profitability growth in the
current year will be supported by a considerable decline in provisioning expenses. Financial results for 2007
were hit particularly hard by a high provisioning expense of SAR397 million as management opted for a
clean-up exercise, where provisioning was made on any and all accounts where the auditors raised the
slightest of concerns. Going forward, we expect provisioning expenses to normalize at around SAR90-100
million per annum.

• Acquisition Blues Weighed Down On 2007 Performance: We believe that the uncertainty on RBS’ plans
for SHB had an impact on the bank’s performance in 2007. SHB’s loan and deposit book grew by 11% and
7% respectively in 2007, both well below the sector average. However, the bank has rebounded strongly
in 1Q2008 with net profits surging by 31% Y-o-Y, driven by 15% Y-o-Y growth in loans, and 43% Y-o-Y
growth in the investment book. We wait for progress on SHB’s acquisition and the strategy of the potential
acquirer before turning more positive on our forecasts.

• Acquisition News Flow Could be a Short Term Trigger: Near term price performance of the stock
remains tied to developments on the potential 40% stake sale of SHB by RBS. Standard Chartered Bank
and National Bank of Kuwait are reported to be the front runners for the acquisition of RBS’ stake in SHB,
a deal which we expect to be completed in 2008. 

• Valuation: We expect SHB’s profit to grow at a 3-year CAGR of 52%, primarily supported by strong loan
growth and a normalization of provisioning levels. At current price levels, the stock trades at 16.0x 2008e
P/E, 2.9x 2008e P/B and a sustainable ROE of 20%, according to our estimates.

Murad Ansari
+9661 279 8649
mansari@efg-hermes.com
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Financial Statement (December year end)

Source: SHB, EFG-Hermes estimates
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Price as at 19 May 2008

saudi | banking

STerm Rec. : Buy
LTerm Rec. : Buy

Current Price*: SAR 39.00
LT Fair Value  : SAR 52.30

• Re-initiating Coverage With a ST Buy/LT Buy: We re-initiate coverage of Riyad Bank (Riyad) with a
ST/LT Buy rating and a LTFV of SAR52.30, offering 35% upside from the current share price.

• Massive Rights Issue At a Substantial Discount: Riyad has recently completed its rights offering, raising
a total of SAR13,125 million (875 million shares at SAR15/share). This has doubled Riyad’s total equity
which stood at SAR12,112 million as at Dec-07. The bank plans to use these proceeds for growing the loan
book. A relatively lower equity base compared to similar sized peers, which resulted in lower single party
lending limits, forced Riyad to go for a rights issue, in our opinion.

• CAR moves up, but ROE drops: The increased equity base of the bank is likely to allow more freedom to
the bank (in the form of a higher CAR) to grow its loan book aggressively. We expect the Riyad’s CAR to
move up to 20% by the end of 2008 compared to 11.7% in 1Q2008 after implementation of Basel II. In
the short term however, we believe that it is likely to lead to a decline in ROE of the bank, which we expect
to shrink to 19% in 2008e, compared to 26% in 2007a. 

• Cost Efficiencies Arising From Technology Investments: We have been impressed by the firm’s
continuous focus on technology to provide electronic delivery channels, improve operations and control
costs. Over the last 3 years, Riyad has almost tripled its ATM network and increased its Point of Sale
Terminals by 50%. At the same time, Riyad has exercised strong control over its administrative costs, with
total costs rising at an average rate of 10% over the last 3 years compared to the sector average of 21%.
Over the same time period, Riyad’s Cost-to-Income ratio has improved from 39% in 2004 to 35% in 2007
and we expect it to further improve to 31% by 2009e.

• 1Q2008 Results - Trading Losses Clip Gains: Riyad posted 27% Y-o-Y growth in Net Special
Commission Income in its recently announced 1Q2008 results. However, overall profitability growth was
constrained to 5% Y-o-Y due to a SAR163 million trading loss which led to a 43% Y-o-Y decline in non
special commission income. We believe that the trading loss represents a mark-to-market write-down on
the bank’s international investments. 

• Valuation: The stock is currently trading at 15.1x 2008e P/E and 2.1x 2008e P/B, a 3-year earnings CAGR
of 13.6% and a sustainable ROE of 20%. We have added 25bps to the Equity Risk Premium in our valuation
of the company to account for Riyad’s relatively higher exposure to investments in North America. 

Murad Ansari
+9661 279 8649
mansari@efg-hermes.com
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Financial Statement (December year end)

Source: Riyad, EFG-Hermes estimates

re-initiation of coverage note
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Price as at 19 May 2008

saudi | banking

STerm Rec. : Neutral
LTerm Rec. : Neutral

Current Price*: SAR 35.50
LT Fair Value  : SAR 36.20

• Re-initiating Coverage with a ST/LT Neutral: We re-initiate coverage on Saudi Investment Bank (SAIB)
with a ST/LT Neutral and a LTFV of 36.2, implying 3% upside from the current price. The third smallest in
terms of assets among the listed banks in Saudi Arabia, SAIB holds a 50% stake in American Express Saudi
Arabia, 28% of Saudi Orix Leasing Company and has recently partnered with BNP Paribas for its asset
management business. 

• Higher Leverage To Broking And Investment Related Income: Over the last few years, SAIB’s
profitability has mainly grown on the back of surging broking revenues and gains on its investment book.
Broking income accounted for 19% of total revenues of the bank in 2007, which is high and exposes SAIB’s
profitability to the volatility in the stock market.

• Strong Loan Growth But Weaker Than Peers: SAIB is likely to benefit from growing corporate credit
demand and we expect the bank’s loan book and net profits to grow at a 5-year CAGR of 16.5% and 15.6%
respectively. However, we expect SAIB to be towards the lower end of its peer banks in terms of loan book
and profitability growth.

• Higher Exposure to International Investments: SAIB has historically maintained a relatively higher
proportion of its assets in investments. The investment book as a percentage of total assets stood at 33%
as of 1Q2008, compared to the sector average of 21%. SAIB also has a relatively higher exposure of its
investment book in North America, which accounted for 23% of the total investment book and 9% of total
assets as of Dec-2007. Over the last two quarters (4Q2007 and 1Q2008), SAIB has booked SAR286 million
(equating to 35% of 2007 net profits) as trading losses, which in our opinion reflects mark to market losses
on its international investments. 

• Looking at Regional Footprint: SAIB is currently in discussions to acquire a 50% stake in Bank Al Baraka
out of Bahrain. The deal, which is still being negotiated, if completed, will give SAIB access to North African
markets, where Bank Al Baraka has developed a reasonable presence. While only limited details of the
proposed deal are available, one of the options being discussed is a swap in shareholding, whereby Bank Al
Baraka would acquire a shareholding in SAIB in return.

• Valuation: At the current price, SAIB trades at 16.3x 2008e P/E, 2.1x 2008e P/B with a sustainable ROE
of 14% according to our estimates. In the short term, we remain concerned about further mark-to market
write-downs on SAIB’s investment book and have added 25bps to our Equity Risk Premium used in valuing
the bank.

Murad Ansari
+9661 279 8649
mansari@efg-hermes.com
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Financial Statement (December year end)

Source: SAIB, EFG-Hermes estimates

re-initiation of coverage note
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disclaimer
Our investment recommendations take into account both risk and expected return. We base our long-term fair value estimate on a fundamental analysis of the
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recommendations and fair value estimates for the company or companies mentioned in this report. Although the information in this report has been obtained from
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